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The choice is crystal clear.

The new FMR-150 wireless microphone system from Telex offers maximum audio and RF quality with an added feature: noiseless crystal-controlled frequency agility. Our patented Posi-Phase™ true-diversity circuitry gives rock-solid freedom from dropouts and noise-ups, while Posi-Squelch™ auto suppression combines the improved range and audio quality of a true noise squelch, with the security of a tone-coded squelch. The FMR-150 also features a wider range and choice of stock frequencies, with custom frequencies available. This crystal-controlled system utilizes three widely-spaced frequencies that allow the user to instantly select a clear channel in the event of interference. You'll feel confident recommending a system that's designed and built in the U.S.A. with our exclusive 3-year warranty. And behind it all is our reputation for reliability and performance. Just what you'd expect from a sound company like Telex.

Telex®

9600 Aldrich Avenue South • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420 USA • 612-884-4051 Fax 612-884-0043
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The power of cable is the key that unlocks the mysteries of the Information Superhighway. It is the power of possibilities. Of seeing a world of opportunities brought into every home through cable. It will be an evolution that will bring forth a sweeping revolution. A renaissance at the speed of light. It is the stuff that dreams are made of. But it is not a dream. It is here, it is now; it is reality. The dawn of the interactive age is upon us. And Motorola's CableComm 

technology is the empowering force on the horizon heralding this bright, new age.

CableComm

The World Is Cable Ready.

MOTOROLA
Multimedia Group
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For more information and a free Power To The Cable poster, call 708-632-3409.

Motorola and are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. CableComm is a trademark of Motorola, Inc. ©1995 Motorola, Inc.
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There Is No Doubt It Will Fail . . .

The Question Is "When"?

Digital Video – it allows you to process multiple generations of video, it creates fantastic output with brilliant presentation of graphics and color saturation. Digital Video – the wave of the future, with one problem: "The Digital Cliff." It can work impeccably today – it can fail tomorrow – with no warning, no siren, no alarm. Until now.

Here at AAVS, we have developed state of the art systems that provide preventative maintenance for digital video distribution systems and equipment. If you are already operating a digital facility or are in the process of designing one, there are some facts that you need to know about. Facts that will help you prevent problems in the future and ensure that your operation runs smoothly. Falling off the digital cliff can be dangerous. To learn more about digital video and how you can avoid the digital cliff, call us at 1-800-769-2287.

Visit with us during World Media Expo at Booth #914 to discover how AAVS can help you avoid falling of the digital cliff. Just for stopping by, you’ll receive a free copy of "Digital Video Made Easy," a 50 page guide on digital video theory and testing.

- We have been delivering digital video preventative maintenance solutions for over 2 years. Call for a listing of our top clients – we are sure you’ll be impressed.
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Digital video pioneer questions HDTV

In a recent interview with cable TV’s Discovery Channel, Bill Hendershot of Prime Image, said that a push for digital HDTV is a push in the wrong direction and questioned whether it would ever arrive.

Hendershot is no stranger to digital technology. He led the team that developed the first digital time base corrector in 1973, for which he received an Emmy Award. According to him, HDTV’s lack of momentum is attributable to lack of consumer demand and the high price of the technology.

Hendershot is not opposed to digital video in general, or HDTV in particular, his concern is based on economics — the absence of a return on investment for broadcasters and consumers. The cost of HDTV isn’t justified by the result. By upgrading image quality under the existing NTSC system, Hendershot says we can attain almost as much improvement for a fraction of the cost.

Cable-Tec Expo breaks all records

The Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE) annual Cable-Tec Expo '95 boasted a total of 6,600 people, including 3,900 registered attendees and 2,700 exhibitor personnel at the Las Vegas Convention Center in Las Vegas, June 9-11. This was the most well-attended and widely acclaimed Expo to date.

This year’s attendance represents a 30% increase over the statistics for Cable-Tec '94. More than 325 industry companies displayed products and services.

The Expo officially began with the annual Engineering Conference and consisted of a full day of technical and management papers and panel discussions.

FCC chairman, Reed Hundt, was the keynote speaker for the annual Awards Luncheon. The luncheon also marked the official announcement of the society’s name change from the Society of Television Engineers to the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers.

Also in conjunction with the Expo, new officers were elected for the coming year. John Vartanian is chairman, Steve Christopher is Eastern vice chairman, Tom Elliot is Western vice chairman, Andy Scott is secretary and Robert Schaeffer is treasurer.

Cable-Tec '96 will be held June 10-13, 1996, in Nashville. The society’s next national seminar on “Emerging Technologies” will be held Jan. 8-10, 1996 in San Francisco.

Fritts makes statement on relocation of spectrum

According to Edward O. Fritts, NAB president, the auxiliary spectrum amendment to the telecommunications bill would create tremendous problems for broadcasters and consumers. This spectrum is used for electronic news gathering and special-event coverage from remote locations and is already seriously overcrowded in many markets.

The costs of replacing remote equipment with new products not even on the drawing board and relocating to less desirable spectrum would be a significant burden on broadcasters and other electronic news organizations. It can only result in consumers receiving substantially less live news and special-events coverage.

Digital HDTV previewed at CBS affiliates meeting

On June 2, the 7-member digital HDTV Grand Alliance provided executives from the network’s affiliate stations a special preview of its digital high-definition TV system. By the end of this year, it is expected to receive FCC approval as the standard for the next generation of over-the-air TV broadcasting.

This technology is in its final round of laboratory evaluation at the Advanced Television Test Center in Alexandria, VA. It will undergo terrestrial and cable field testing later this summer in Charlotte, NC.

NAB opposes amendment on TV rating system

NAB opposes the amendment to S.652, the telecommunications bill which deals with TV violence.

Under the amendment, TV manufacturers would be forced to put a computer chip into all new televisions. The chip, combined with a required “code” sent by broadcasters on their programs, would allow parents to block the receipt of programs deemed too violent or that contained objectionable content. The FCC, along with an undefined advisory board, would determine what shows would carry what ratings.

NAB believes that no matter how well-intentioned, legislative proposals to restrict violence or access to programs deemed to contain objectionable content means government control of what people see and hear and violates the First Amendment.

According to NAB, broadcasters have made a serious effort to reduce the amount of televised violence over the past two years. The broadcast networks have adopted joint network standards governing violence and for the third year in a row have produced less violent program schedules. The networks also have adopted on-air advisories and have made advisories available for newspapers and program guides.

NAB’s Jobline operates 24 hours a day

Since June 1, the NAB’s Employment Clearinghouse Jobline has been available 24 hours a day. The NAB clearinghouse collects resumes for referral to broadcast stations for jobs ranging from entry-level to managerial positions. To assist employment seekers, the Jobline runs recordings of job listings. The position categories of the Jobline change on a daily basis: Monday — on-air talent; Tuesday — sales; Wednesday — production; Thursday — engineering; and Friday and weekends — news.

The Jobline phone number is 202-429-5359. For more information about the NAB Employment Clearinghouse or the Jobline, contact Mike McKinley at 202-429-5497 or Email at mmckinley@nab.org.

AES sets date for 99th annual convention

The 99th annual Audio Engineering Society Convention (AES) will be held Oct. 6-9 at New York’s Jacob K. Javits Convention Center. Reflecting the impact of interactive technology on the rapidly evolving pro audio industry, this year’s theme is “Audio in the Interactive World.”

The programs will include a series of workshops on CD-ROMs, the emerging World Wide Web, ISDN and Infrared audio transmission.

For information on participating in the 1995 AES, contact AES headquarters by phone at 212-661-8528 or by fax at 212-682-0477.

Mark your calendars

September 6-9
World Media Expo in New Orleans
(202-429-5335)

September 14-18
IBC in Amsterdam
(+44 (0) 222-566800)
Nikon's newest high performance 2/3" ENG lens, the S20x8 TV Nikkor, is the lightest, most compact lens in its class. It's even a little lighter on your budget, compared to competitive lenses. Virtually the same size and weight as a typical 15x lens, you can use the Nikon S20 as a high performance alternative.

Its internal focus design allows users greater ease of operation and more flexibility with filters and accessories. With a minimum object distance (MOD) of only 31.5 inches and a maximum focal length of 320mm, with Nikon's 2x extender, the new Nikon S20 lens gives videographers superior range of use.

Like all of Nikon's ENG lenses, the S20x8 boasts aspheric lens technology with minimal chromatic aberration. And its exclusive adjustable zoom torque and new ergonomic design allow you to customize its performance to meet your specific requirements.

To learn more about all the benefits of owning TV Nikkor lenses, including our express loaner lens service, call 1-800-52-NIKON or (908) 758-0308. Or write to Nikon Electronic Imaging, 5775 Lindero Canyon Road, Westlake Village, CA 91362.
Broadcasters' golden opportunity

The way some broadcasters are facing the future reminds me of an ostrich with its head in the sand. In other words, they are ignoring reality hoping the drumming sounds of competition and change will go away if they ignore them.

At the 19th Montreux International Television Symposium and Technical Exhibition, a challenge to broadcasters was issued by Ervin S. Duggan, president and chief executive officer of PBS. Providing the keynote address, Duggan reaffirmed his belief in the value of quality television and the future of terrestrial broadcasting in his speech “Broadcasting: Dull Knife or Sharp Blade.” Duggan noted three challenges to terrestrial broadcasters:

1. Marketplace competition has increased through the introduction of DBS and cable services.
2. There is a technological challenge not just to re-equip facilities, but to reinvent a mature industry. Duggan noted that while stations grew up programming only one channel, they now face a future where they may have to program several, including HDTV. Unfortunately, said Duggan, some TV stations are getting cold feet toward the reinvention process.
3. Finally, state broadcasters are under increasing political pressure aimed at reducing or eliminating public support for stations.

Let’s look at the first two issues. In the early 1950s, radio broadcasters decried a new spectrum-hungry cousin called television. Cries of foul were heard everywhere as some radio broadcasters thought the end of their business was near. Other (more savvy) broadcasters saw television as an opportunity and entered the fray by building stations. Witness the early days where combination AM/FM and TV stations were owned by the same company. When it came to call letters, one set fit all three stations.

Yet, radio didn’t die and saw a resurgence in the mid-1960s with stereo FM. While many AM stations hold smaller market shares, FM stations are profitable and increasingly so.

Television was once again labeled as a villain, this time in the late 1950s, as the movie industry saw it as deathly competition. Theater owners and Hollywood moguls believed that movies and entertainment delivered by television would result in the death of their businesses. Yet, broadcast television didn’t kill their businesses because Hollywood adapted and grew even larger.

So, if we look to history for lessons for broadcasters, what do we see? According to Duggan, history shows that industries that adapt don’t die, but change and grow into even stronger ones. The alternative delivery methods now available (and there will be more) represent a direct head-to-head challenge that must be met. To meet this challenge, look at some of broadcast television’s advantages. Broadcast television still commands some two-thirds of the TV audience. Consider that for national advertisers and for program suppliers, broadcast television is still the medium of choice. Both advertisers and program suppliers alike recognize that when it comes to reaching a national audience, they must use broadcast television — because it works.

Broadcasters now have a golden opportunity to reinvent their industry. Those that choose to participate will not only survive, but prosper. Station owners that hold back and long for the old days will find themselves trying to sell the electronic equivalent of black-and-white kinescope images in an era of multichannel broadcasting and HDTV.
LIKE FORT KNOX,
WITH AN ATM

Imagine a towering stack of cartridges, open reels and DAT tapes—a vast wealth of audio cuts—representing hours of costly, painstaking production. Now imagine that treasury of sounds (like commercials, IDs, SFX, and stingers) securely stored, intelligently organized and instantaneously accessible. All within the confines of one very impressive machine—the digital audio hard disk recorder, DigiCart/II.

Smart operating controls and easy-to-read displays makes scanning through DigiCart/II's massive vault of storage a snap. With a simple spin of a knob or keystroke on a remote control, you can call up any single cut, or even an entire playlist—instantly, effortlessly.

While DigiCart/II plays a pre-selected cut, its production-oriented software allows you to program the next series of cuts at the same time. All performed with reassuring reliability.

No dead air, no missed cues, no scrambling around.

It's easy to see why DigiCart/II is fast becoming the industry standard for hard disk recording. If you're searching for the best place to bank your audio valuables, take a look—and listen—to DigiCart/II.

To see, hear and feel the true value of a DigiCart/II for yourself, contact us at 360 Systems and we'll arrange for a hands-on demonstration in your studio or production facility. Call (818) 991-0360.

360 Systems
PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO
5321 Sterling Center Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91361 USA Phone (818) 991-0360 Fax (818) 991-1360
DigiCart is a registered trademark of 360 Systems. Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. ©1995 360 Systems
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TV LMA guidelines

Applicants proposing station operations under an LMA with a broker and licensee engaging in one of these relationships should include all documents pertinent to the relationship. These include the LMA, and, where applicable, the loan agreement, the promissory note(s), the security agreement, the pledge agreement, and the option agreement. The bureau also requires the disclosure of LMAs in TV assignment and transfer-of-control applications where the proposed licensee intends to operate the station. Subject to the bureau's review of the documentation, applications will be granted depending on the outcome of the attribution rulemaking.

Public inspection file requirements
The FCC requires applicants for new stations, permittees and licensees to maintain a public inspection file. It should be kept at the station's main studio or at another location within the community. The file must be available during business hours.

The following materials must be kept in a station's file for five years:
- Applications and related materials:
  - Construction permit applications for new stations (FCC Form 301)
  - Renewal applications (Form 303-S)
  - Assignment or transfer of control agreements
- Ownership reports (FCC Form 323)
- Articles of incorporation, bylaws or like organizational papers
- Management agreements with independent contractors or employees (if they involve revenue sharing)
- Contracts or other documents relating to the ownership or control of the station
- Network affiliation agreements
- Citizens agreements
- Annual employment reports (FCC Form 395 or 395-B)
- Issues/programs lists
- Time-brokerage agreements

The following items must be kept in the public file for the stated periods of time:
- Political and controversial programming information (2 years)
- Letters from the public (3 years)
- FCC's procedural manual (indefinitely)
- Any documents relating to an FCC investigation or complaint (must be kept until notified by FCC in writing that it may be discarded)

D.C. Circuit upholds cable rates
In a recent court decision, Time Warner Entertainment Co., L.P., et al. vs. FCC, the D.C. Circuit upheld the FCC's cable rate regulations. The court issued three opinions addressing claims concerning: the rates cable companies may charge under the 1992 Cable Act; whether the FCC's rates violate the First Amendment; the scope of the FCC's cable regulations; and the role of local governments in regulating cable.

In its "rate issue" opinion, the court held that the FCC's cable rate regulations are not arbitrary, capricious or contrary to the act. The court found, however, that the FCC erred in denying cable companies recovery of their cost increases during the period when the act was passed and when it became effective.

The court also rejected petitioners' First Amendment claims. The court concluded that the government had demonstrated an interest in reducing cable rates, and the FCC's regulations were narrowly tailored to meet that interest.

In its "rules" opinion, the court found the FCC misconstrued or misapplied the act in the following ways: the FCC construed the term "effective competition" too narrowly; the FCC erred in concluding that the act's requirement for a uniform rate structure applied to all systems, including those facing effective competition and not subject to rate regulation; the FCC erred in concluding that the statute's "buy-through" provision applies to systems subject to effective competition; and the FCC exceeded its authority by requiring franchising authorities to fund rate regulations out of franchise fees.
You’re a news editor, it’s 5 minutes to air and a big story breaks. The material’s about to come down the line and the producer desperately wants it as the lead item.

What can you do?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linear system.</th>
<th>Ordinary non-linear system.</th>
<th>Newsbox.™</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don’t even think about it.</td>
<td>Oh well...start digitizing for the next newscast.</td>
<td>The whole job, no problem.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Begin your edit immediately - even as your feed comes in. Using Scene Select,™ grab the clips you want ‘on-the-fly’ and instantly link them into a rough-cut. That’s it - you’re ready to go on-air. Even so, nothing is committed - you can still re-arrange with Segment Replace and fine tune the edits as required - right up to the wire. The story is always available for instant playout.

With Newsbox’s unique true random access operation it’s as fast, flexible and simple as that. No dead time, no waiting, no panic.

Newsbox offers all this - and much more - at a very competitive price.

To catch up on all the very latest news, call Craig Sherter now at: (203) 656 3100.

NEWSBOX™

Dedicated to news, because you are.

Quantel Inc. 85 Old Kings Highway North, Darien, CT 06820, Tel: (203) 656 3100, Fax: (203) 656 3459
Managing a budget, part 2

By Rick Morris

How much will it cost?" or "Can we afford to buy it?" are questions often asked of an engineering manager. Much of your job performance is evaluated on how well you maintain the engineering budget. Producing the financial results that the general manager expects is an important part of your role at the station. Constructing and maintaining your department's budget is how you can deliver on that performance.

Creating logical categories

The first thing you need to do is create the proper budget categories. Typical categories may include repair parts, operating supplies, tubes/semiconductors, VTR heads, outside services, shipping and sales tax. You may also have to budget for operating expenses, such as power for the transmitter, satellite uplink time, equipment upgrades, and remote vehicle operating expenses. Examine past expenses to get a base of comparison for each category.

The budget categories should be meaningful, reasonable and trackable. A category is meaningful if you can track items in a way that will show deviations that were talked about in Part 1. For example, if you significantly overspend in the "repair parts" category, how would you know if the problem was with the budget or in real life? Budgets are part of preventive maintenance because they can point out equipment that constantly breaks down or if too much money is being spent in any one area.

Categories must be reasonable. If you have too many categories, you will not be able to see any trends that may develop. (See last month's "Management" column for more information on trends.) Expenses must be trackable in that incoming data must be able to fit within a single category. Keep receipts for every purchase, transaction or repair. Good documentation is important.

Large intermittent expenditures

Few items are replaced every year. However, when big-ticket items need to be replaced, they are by definition, expensive. Camera tubes were like this — they were replaced in sets so they matched — an expensive proposition. Similarly, klystrons/klystrodes are still usually only replaced upon catastrophic failure. Depending on your station, there may be other items that fit this category.

What to do about intermittent, large expenditures is one of the most difficult items to budget for. If you can carry money over from the end-of-year budget, this can make budgeting for expensive items easier. There are also two other possibilities for allowing for expensive items that are not purchased every year:

- Determine what you plan to spend each year and commit to that by buying a certain number of tubes, video heads or other items each year. You may end up with one or two extra items some years, but you can adjust next year's budget line downward. Even in the case of a large item, you would either be replacing a failed part or buying one maintenance spare during the year.
- If an item's cost takes up a large percentage of the engineering budget, like a klystrode, create an engineering contingency line-item the size of one or two klystrodes. If you do not use the funds, they can be returned to the company's bottom line.

Budget commitments and actualities

After you've developed a budget, you have to live within it. This requires a tracking system. You can track your budget manually, but it is simpler and more efficient to use a software program that can handle a volume of data, make changes and forecast "what if?" questions. A good spreadsheet program will work fine and is not overly complex.

Why track your own budget? First, because the accounting department at a station can be slow and the content of the reports may be a couple of months behind the real world. Second, vendors are sometimes late in billing. And third, if you let others track your budget, there's a possibility for mistakes. Finally, the unexpected does happen in broadcast facilities, so you need to know with certainty if you can afford it today.

To track your own budget, begin with a column of "budgeted" expenses. Also have a column of "commitments" against the budget. Commitments are items bought or being bought that haven't been billed yet. It amounts to "reserving" money to be spent, and it is the most important part of budget tracking. When entering "commitments," don't forget to include taxes and shipping or you could end up 10% to 15% short. There also should be a column for "actuals." The completed transactions should be entered into this column. Finally, include a column showing year-to-date expenses vs. budget.

As the year unfolds, each category will be either on budget or at a plus or minus deviation. Keep track of the explanations for any deviations; they will be important for the preparation of next year's budget.

Using the budget: Offsets

Sometimes unexpected expenses will arise. You generally have two choices. First, dip into whatever contingency funds you have, and second, find a budget offset. An offset is giving up something for something else that you need more. If a frame sync cannot be repaired and needs to be replaced but is "out of budget," what can you give up? By using the concept of offsets, your budget stays flexible and you can meet your end-of-the-year goals.

Planning for next year

As you come to the end of the budget year, you will be finalizing your budget for next year. Take all that you learned this year about operating expenses, the data you gathered from your research and budget tracking, and plan for next year. Your budget should be more familiar by now so you can revisit the trends and deviations with a more knowledgeable eye and make your projections for next year.
AirPlay.
Tapeless commercial playback will make you an Avid fan.

Today, more broadcasters choose Avid AirPlay over any other disk-based playback system to replace their aging cart systems. They're becoming avid fans with good reason. AirPlay provides instant access to commercials, promos, and news stories. It's flexible and easy to use, so you can toggle playback schedules right up to the last minute. Even while playing to air.

AirPlay is scalable, allowing you to grow from single- to multi-channel playback. It handles up to 56 hours of online storage and offers multiple redundancy options, including RAID-3. AirPlay's unique architecture also eliminates single points of failure for exceptional reliability. "Make goods" are a thing of the past.

Fully compatible with Avid's online editing systems, AirPlay is the only disk-based playback system that can be networked with your studio production and news-gathering operations. For maximum efficiency, it can also be integrated with your traffic and billing systems, automation systems, and newsroom computer systems.

With over 4,000 systems installed, Avid is the world leader in disk-based technology for recording, editing, and playback. Call us today. We'll help you become an Avid fan of AirPlay! 1-800-999-AVID (1)
The serial digital interconnection (SDI) standard for video, as specified in SMPTE 259M ("Proposed SMPTE Standard: 10-Bit 4:2:2 Component and 4:4:4 NTSC Composite Digital Signals — Serial Digital Interface"), includes the ability to embed (or multiplex) digital audio signals into the digital video signal. This data is carried in part of the SDI’s ancillary data area.

The specifications for embedded audio are further detailed in SMPTE 272M ("Proposed SMPTE Standard: Formatting AES/EBU Audio and Auxiliary Data into Digital Video Ancillary Data Space"), which defines the mapping of AES/EBU format digital audio signals into the serial digital video signal.

The AES/EBU format has become the single professional standard for uncompressed digital audio interconnection, so its inclusion in the SDI video standard makes sense. But the implementation of embedded audio in various manufacturers’ hardware has been problematic. Some of these problems are caused by hardware that does not follow the standard’s recommendations, but others are the fault of the standard’s insufficient specifications, according to industry experts.

To best understand the nature of these problems and their potential solutions, a brief overview of embedded audio in the SDI is in order.

Embedded audio basics

Embedded audio uses certain portions of the serial digital video signal’s ancillary data space. When embedded audio data is used, it is configured into audio data packets that are placed in these specified ancillary spaces.

In the basic form of embedded audio, 20-bit audio data channels sampled at 48kHz can be multiplexed into the serial digital video signal. The sampling frequency clock for the audio is locked to the video signal in this case. This basic approach (referred to as Level A in SMPTE 272M) allows up to four channels of audio to be embedded in the 4:2:2 composite mode or up to 16 channels in the 4:2:2 component mode. Generally, these audio channels are configured in AES/EBU digital channel pairs.

Each 20-bit AES/EBU audio data word is grouped with three additional AES/EBU format bits (the so-called C, U and V bits of the AES/EBU format, indicating channel status, user data and validity (see Figure 1)), and the 23-bit group is mapped into three ancillary data words of the serial video bitstream’s audio data packet.

A higher level of capability is found in extended embedded audio, which implements all the possible features of the SMPTE embedded audio standard. The four auxiliary bits of the AES/EBU subframe are now included, which offer 24-bit audio sample resolution or other user-specified features. Extended embedded audio also allows nonsynchronous audio clocking, sampling frequencies other than 48kHz, the provision of audio/video delay information for each audio channel, channel ID data and audio frame counting. (The latter is used in S25-line systems where there is a non-integer relationship between 48kHz audio samples and video frames.) SMPTE 272M defines these extended capabilities in nine different levels of operation (Levels B through J).

Embedded audio hardware can be built to accommodate either the 20-bit (Level A) or the 24-bit (Levels B and C) modes or both. The two formats may be compatible in that some 20-bit systems can accept the 24-bit data but decode only the 20 most significant bits. These devices are said to conform to SMPTE 272M-AB, because they can accommodate Levels A and B as defined in SMPTE 272M. (Level B operation accepts the extended data packets of 24-bit operation, but does not use the data contained in them.) On the other hand, 24-bit systems can set the four least significant bits to zero when they encounter 20-bit data. Such devices are said to conform to SMPTE 272M-ABC.

Multiplexing the audio data into the digital video bitstream is handled differently in composite vs. component formats. In the composite format, the audio data is carried in ancillary data space provided in the horizontal sync period. In the component format, where more ancillary data space exists, embedded audio is placed between the end of active video (EAV) and start of active video (SAV) words. This is why the component format can carry more audio channels (12 channels of 24-bit AES/EBU or 16 channels of 20-bit AES/EBU).

Digital audio can be reclaimed from the SDI signal for processing at any point using a demultiplexer. This device deserializes the signal and strips out the audio data, clocking each AES/EBU channel’s data into a buffer at the proper ancillary data interval. A microprocessor then takes the audio from the buffers, adds the proper AES/EBU subframe header data and re-synchronizes it.
as an audio-only signal. Finally, an AES/EBU transmitter restores the data format to full AES/EBU specifications, typically clocking it out at a 48kHz sampling frequency locked to the incoming video signal.

This process causes the audio signal to be delayed relative to the video. The amount of the delay is typically less than 10ms, however, this should not be problematic unless the mux/demux process is applied to the same signal numerous times.

Pros and cons of embedded audio

The major advantage of embedding audio into the serial digital video signal is the ability to transport a complete digital TV signal (including multichannel audio) in composite or component form on a single cable. In fact, this may be the only advantage of such an approach, and depending on the application, it may be outweighed by a greater number of disadvantages. Among the latter are the following:

- The cost of the multiplexing and demultiplexing equipment for embedded audio is significant.
- Audio delay is added each time the embedded audio is recovered from the serial digital video signal.
- A higher degree of vigilance in facility-wide synchronization is required for problem-free audio.
- In the NTSC world, the non-integer relationship between video and 48kHz digital audio signals can create additional difficulties.
- Embedded audio systems are prone to problems due to implementation inconsistencies between manufacturers (see below).
- "Hot switching" of serial digital video signals with embedded audio can cause audio glitches even when everything is properly timed and compatible.

For these reasons, embedded audio is probably only worthwhile in large facilities where digital audio and video systems already proliferate, and where fully produced signals are mainly passed through. It is also helpful if the facility's digital equipment is of uniform or fairly similar type and manufacture, the facility is well-synchronized throughout, and hot on-air switches are rarely required.

This implies that embedded audio makes sense for a network switching center of recent vintage. By similar reasoning, embedded audio may be inappropriate at a typical TV station or small post-production facility with a variety of equipment.

At the large facility, the use of embedded audio means that several levels (typically two or four) of the main router may be eliminated, because audio channels do not flow through the switcher independently. This can reduce the cost of the router substantially.

Yet, at a large broadcast facility, the master control switcher will still require a number of audio-only and video-only sources, and independent audio/video routing will generally be required at some point. Every place that independent audio I/O is needed in the embedded-audio facility will require mux and/or demux hardware. The cost of this equipment can add up quickly, reducing or perhaps wiping out the savings in the main routing system.

To cope with this conundrum, switcher manufacturers are developing compromise solutions. One such system includes internal, assignable mux/demux channels and an independent digital audio/video switching matrix that lives within the serial digital router, allowing efficient selection of either independent or embedded digital audio signals from the desired sources.

Problems in implementation

Assuming that embedded audio is appropriate for a given facility, problems may still occur during operations. These are typically manifested as clicks or pops in the audio during switches between devices made by

"YES! THE WAY AHEAD TO DIGITAL CAN BE PRETTY TRICKY" CAUTIONED SNELL.
different manufacturers.

The most vexing cause of this comes from some serial digital equipment that is not built to the specifications of SMPTE 259M. In these cases, audio data packets appear in areas (i.e., on video lines) where they are not supposed to be placed according to the ancillary data specifications of the SDI standard.

But even with equipment that does follow the standard, similar problems can still occur when switching between mixed-manufacturers' products. This is apparently caused by insufficient specificity in SMPTE 259M and 272M, which define the video lines that audio data packets should appear upon, but do not specify how many audio samples should be included in each packet and line. These details are left up to equipment designers. Unfortunately, different manufacturers have come up with different implementations, which can sometimes cause disruptions in the embedded audio when a switch is made between one manufacturer's hardware and another's. (Such problems have also occurred elsewhere in digital video interfacing, where manufacturers have interpreted other parts of the SDI standard in conflicting ways. In digital audio systems, the DAT format suffers from similar intermachine ancillary data incompatibilities, as well.)

In the NTSC composite SDI environment, an additional problem comes from the non-integer relationship of audio samples to video fields, as mentioned earlier. The distribution of embedded audio data in this format is such that it takes five NTSC fields before a non-fractional number of audio samples (8,008 samples) is accumulated at a frame boundary. Statistically, this means that four out of every five switches will be problematic, unless all routing can keep track of fields and only switch on the proper field boundaries. This will not always be possible, but it contributes to the need for a higher degree of synchronicity in the facility.

Solution:

For embedded audio to work properly, a facility first needs to make sure that all of its equipment conforms to SMPTE standards for SDI ancillary data. Next, the facility must properly synchronize all of its source machines, embedders, routing switchers, de-multiplexers and AES/EBU house reference.

Finally, remember that it only takes the corruption of a single audio sample (not a whole frame or subframe) to cause an audible glitch in the embedded audio. This means that even if everything is properly synchronized and all equipment operates compatibly, embedded audio problems can still occur because a hot switch between two digital audio signals still bridges two waveforms. Synchronization only ensures that the frequency-domain axis of the two waveforms will merge smoothly, but it does not guarantee that the amplitude of the two waveforms won't be inherently different, thereby creating a pop in the audio at the switch point.

Analog systems have allowed users to get away with hot switching of audio, but digital systems are generally not so forgiving. For this reason, the ultimate solution will probably involve DSP-based crossfading in the audio switching paths of serial digital routing systems.

In summary, be on the lookout for problems when trying to implement embedded audio in a serial digital video environment. Make sure that it's worth the trouble and expense for your application, and then verify that your equipment types and your facility's timing are up to the task. Even then, expect an occasional glitch if you do any hot switching of embedded audio signals.

Respond via the BE DIA box line at 913-967-1905 or E-mail to be@interite.com or by CompuServe at 71672,3172.
Do you really need to dump your existing equipment to change to digital?

"THIS MUST BE THE LEGENDARY ANALOG'S GRAVEYARD..." GUESSED SNELL.

Does changing to digital have to be so daunting?

"THEY OBVIOUSLY WENT DIGITAL TOO ABRUPTLY" GASPED WILCOX.

Don't get left behind! Come and explore the way ahead with Snell & Wilcox.

"WHEN THE WORLD WENT DIGITAL THEY GOT LEFT BEHIND" SNELL EXPLAINED.

Buy "Your essential guide to digital" only at address below.
"Green" batteries

The familiar Mercuric-oxide, Hg button cells used in many cameras are now banned in at least 13 states. Voltage-sensitive applications used the Hg cells as memories for white-and-black balance, auto-registration, light meters and hearing aids. These little batteries had a uniquely constant output voltage. With a 1.34V output over the life of the battery, there was no need for a voltage regulator with this battery. A possible replacement for the Mercuric-oxide battery is the Silver-zinc. It has a 1.84V output and its useful life is shorter than the Mercuric-oxide battery.

Are you ready to say so-long to soldered-in batteries? Soldered-in batteries on a printed circuit board do not meet today's recycling guidelines. SGS-Thompson has introduced the "Snaphat" package as a replacement for soldered-in PC-board mounting. The "Snaphat" is used with surface-mount PC boards where reflow soldering techniques would expose the batteries to excessive temperature. Presently, non-rechargeable lithium batteries are being manufactured. A side benefit of this package is easy battery replacement and cell standardization.

Battery labeling requirements

Manufacturers of rechargeable batteries must comply with labeling requirements. On the outside of a rechargeable battery, the type (chemical) must appear, such as NiCad for Nickel Cadmium. NiCad and the newer nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) are environmentally friendly because of their ability to be recharged and reused. NiCad batteries have been with the broadcast industry for many years and set the standard for other types. Many people classify the NiCad as hazardous waste material, but reuse/recycle programs will help keep this battery type on the market.

Due to its recent introduction, the NiMH cell has not been classified as hazardous material yet. It costs nearly twice as much as a NiCad but delivers 25% to 40% more run time compared to the NiCad. NiMH batteries are currently available for OEM use only. They are being supplied with some 8mm and VHS-C camcorders.

Recycling Nicads

The automotive lead-acid battery industry recycles at a rate of 95% or higher. If the non-automotive industry could come close to the same recycling rate with NiCad batteries, the NiCad would do less harm to the environment then the more "environmentally friendly" NiMH, at a lower cost to the user.

The manufacturers of NiCad and sealed lead-acid batteries recognized the need to work together on environmental issues and formed the Portable Rechargeable Battery Association (PRBA). This trade association deals with the environmental concerns associated with batteries.

The Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation (RBRC), a not-for-profit corporation, was created to manage the industry-wide recycling program. The RBRC's seal of three arrows around a battery with the battery's chemistry indicates that the battery can be handled by the industry recycling program. Check your batteries — if they do not have this seal, ask the manufacturer or the distributor why they are not participating in the RBRC program. The RBRC manages battery collection programs for rechargeable small sealed NiCad batteries nationwide. The corporation plans to divert a large percentage of the batteries available from the waste stream through collection, education and recycling programs. It currently has pilot programs in place in New Jersey and Minnesota.

Because of a growing emphasis on environmental planning and conservation, the use of toxic materials in today's batteries has already been reduced. As recycling techniques improve, the amount of waste material produced by batteries will continue to be reduced and more resources will be conserved.

Sources for more information

Portable Rechargeable Battery Association (PRBA), 1 Parkwood Circle, Suite 430, Atlanta, GA 30339, Phone 404-612-8826, Fax 404-612-8841

Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation (RBRC), 704 A Hopa Road, Stafford, VA 22554, Phone 703-720-9225; Fax 703-720-9324

International Metals Reclamation Company (IMETCO), John Lichte, Phone 412-758-2002; Fax 412-756-9311
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Duracell International Inc., David Barrett, Berkshire Corporate Park, Bethel, CT 06801, Phone 303-786-4000; Fax 303-730-8958
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United States Broadcast, Peter Beckett, 2794 Circleport Drv, Erlanger, KY 41018, Phone 606-282-1802; Fax 606-282-1004
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Long drive champions

BTS cameras with TriaXL can go 1.6 miles without a repeater!

BTS has a new camera cabling option that literally goes the distance for any sports production calling for hardwiring cameras at great distances from a mobile unit—golf, skiing, or auto racing, for example.

With our exclusive BTS TriaXL extra-long-distance triax system, lightweight triax cable can be run to our critically acclaimed LDK 10/10P CCD cameras in uninterrupted runs up to 1.6 miles. No expensive repeaters are required.

And our CCD cameras “think” mobile production. The LDK 10P companion camera (pictured above), a downsized version of our top-of-the-line LDK 10 studio camera, is the lightest full-featured triax portable camera available.

Imagine this in a portable: Instant 4:3/16:9 switchability, superior dynamic resolution for slo-mo replays, and BTS’ exclusive FT 2/3-inch CCD sensors for flawless no-smear images. And all this from the most cost-competitive camera manufacturer in the industry.

Will BTS will go to any lengths to be your camera company? Wonder no more.

BTS: Real World Solutions

For more information or literature, call toll-free (800) 962-4BTS
Outside the U.S. and Canada, call (805) 584-4700
Sending E-mail

- America On-Line (800-827-6364 or 703-448-8700)
- Prodigy (800-776-3449)
- Dow Jones News/Retrieval (800-522-3567 or 609-452-1511)
- Delphi Internet (800-695-4005 or 617-491-3342)
- GEnie (800-638-9636 or 301-251-6475).

Some commercial Internet service providers include:
- UUNet Technologies (800-488-6384 or 703-204-8092)
- Netcom (800-333-6600)
- PSINet (800-774-0852 or 703-709-0300)
- Digital Express (800-969-9090)
- CERFNet (800-876-2373)
- The Pipeline (212-267-3636)

Some of these services offer connectivity in major cities while others serve only a single media market. To find others, look in computer magazines or in computer advertising sections of major newspapers. Local bulletin board services (BBSs) may have Internet connectivity, but they probably don't offer it to businesses.

Questions to ask prospective E-mail providers should include:
- How long will my E-mail address appear? Would you rather be known as "3456@provider.net" or as "xyzcorp@largenet.com" or as "news-tip@wxyz.com"?
- Is there a limit to the number of E-mail messages or megabytes of disk storage space I can use on the service provider's computer? What are the charges for using more?
- Will a computer at my broadcast station become a "node" or part of the Internet or will I dial in on a modem to a provider's computer which is, in turn, part of the Internet?
- Am I limited to using dial-up modem speeds (generally 14,400 bits per second) on analog lines? Or should I put in a digital dial-up phone line like Switched-56 or ISDN (64,000 or 128,000 bits per second)? Or should I have a dedicated data circuit? Do I order and pay for data circuits myself or does the provider do it and bill me?
- What will the service cost per month? Some providers are offering E-mail-only accounts to individuals using analog dial-up lines for as little as $7 per month. Some are offering 56k/b/s access to all Internet services, not just E-mail, to small businesses for about $700 per month.

Why send E-mail?

E-mail is slower than a fax message, less expensive than a phone call and faster than the Postal Service. With E-mail, the recipient receives an electronic text file that can be edited, replied to, excerpted or even pasted into a word processor or spreadsheet document.

Using mail software on a PC or server to compose and send a short E-mail message anywhere in the world is amazingly quick and easy. You can send an order confirmation to an advertiser or agency, answer a viewer question, forward mail to another department or send a question to a syndicator or network in a few minutes. There are no printers to wait for, no envelopes to type, no stamps to find and no pickups to wait for.

Sometimes this results in you or your staff being "too quick" to respond, which can result in an incomplete or opinionated answer. You'll need to remind your staff that, in essence, all E-mail leaves the premises on your corporate "electronic stationery" and may be perceived as the opinion of your company or station no matter how many disclaimers are included.

Internet E-mail messages will take from five seconds to five days to be delivered, although most will be delivered in a few hours. If even one character of the address you send E-mail to is out of place, it will "bounce" back to you with a cryptic message indicating whether the site name or the user name are wrong.

E-mail etiquette

Because access to the Internet is usually flat-rate priced, you could send one or 1,000 messages a month. Your mail software may allow the sending of many duplicates of the same message, but don't plan on sending mass advertisements by E-mail yet. The Internet community frowns on it, and many people may send angry replies, called "flames," to punish you for violating etiquette. The no-commercialization concept dates from the time when the Internet was a government network for defense and research. Recent developments seem to indicate more tolerance toward commercial use. Don't worry about using E-mail to contact individuals or firms with whom you already have a business relationship.

When you reply to an E-mail message, you may include excerpts of the text from the message that was sent to you. This allows you to "annotate" the sections to which you want to respond. If you do this, keep the amount of original text to a minimum.
Now you don't have to scramble during the game.

Gone are the days of fumbling for those elusive video tape cassettes during live broadcasts.

With Pioneer's VideoDisc Recorder, you can access footage literally at the speed of light. No sweat. How can it be so fast?

Well, the VDR-V1000A's High Speed Dual-Head System allows for non-linear search and play. So you can instantly jump to any piece of footage you want.

For example, let's suppose you're broadcasting a football game and you want to refer to some clips from previous games. Your VideoDisc Recorder will allow you immediate access to any of your catalogued footage.

In addition, with our FastFile™ software, locating and retrieving clips is as simple as a point and click. It's also perfect for indexing, organizing, and accessing stills, video segments and graphics.

And as if that wasn't enough, the VDR-V1000A is rewritable so you can re-record over a million times.

For more information, call one of our regional offices. East: 201-236-4180, Central: 214-580-0200, West: 310-952-3021.
A new modulation technique for ATV?

D igital data transmission has long been known to offer many advantages over analog transmission. Digital modulation is an outgrowth of the more familiar methods of analog modulation such as amplitude, frequency and phase modulation. Of particular concern to broadcasters is how to deal with the primary channel impairments due to multipath interference, co-channel interference from existing analog services, and impulse interference and compensate for the potential shrinkage inherent in the move from VHF to UHF.

Digital transmission is also complicated by UHF propagation characteristics, severe terrain shadowing and the need for improved levels of location and time availability to compensate for the ATV reception abrupt failure mode in weak signal areas. Careful planning is essential to render terrestrial ATV competitive with other delivery media. The challenge includes development of a digital broadcasting service that accommodates a high data rate such as that required by a single-channel HDTV service and delivers it reliably within the coverage area.

In NTSC, an analog system, the planning of the service and selection of the modulation scheme seek to establish a signal level at the receiver that exceeds the likely level of noise and interference by a large enough margin that the noise and interference contribute insignificantly to impairments. Also, the transmit/receive antennas and transmission path are arranged so that a minimum of echoes are received.

For the broadcast system, using digital modulation, improved reliability and availability of coverage as well as greater spectrum efficiency may be achieved by the use of a different approach. One of the most promising among such technologies is Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM), which originated in the U.S. telecommunications industry and has been extensively developed elsewhere for Digital Terrestrial TV Broadcasting (DTTB).

In 1994, a group of broadcasters, in an effort to optimize coverage under all conditions, formed a development project to explore alternative transmission techniques for digital terrestrial television. The main objective of the group was to determine the best approach to optimizing coverage and system reliability while also achieving a high level of spectrum efficiency. A transmission subsystem using multiple-carrier COFDM techniques has been built and may be considered as part of the FCC Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service (ACATS) process for use in the North American terrestrial TV environment.

COFDM's possible advantages

The COFDM transmission subsystem offers features that are of potential special benefit to terrestrial broadcasting. The COFDM system design accommodates two inherent characteristics of terrestrial transmission: 1) multipath echoes are virtually unavoidable, and 2) existing services and adjacent-channel concerns impose constraints when new services are introduced. Conventional transmission systems attempt to recover a main signal and reject received echo signals. COFDM systems attempt to take advantage of all transmission paths.

The three main advantages of COFDM for broadcasters appear to be:

1. The ability to operate more reliably in an environment of strong multipath conditions;
2. The possibility of employing on-channel repeaters (gap-fillers) to extend the coverage of underserved areas, or extend coverage without the need for directional receiving antennas;
3. The flexibility to tailor the emission to reduce the effect of undesired interference.

How COFDM works

The useful data rate achievable in a COFDM system is a function of the number of interrelated parameters that can be selected to optimally match the performance to the specified application. Such parameters include the modulation type applied to each carrier, the guard interval and symbol durations, the channel coding rate, the channel bandwidth and the number of carriers. The description of parameters selected for use in the COFDM-6 system provides an optimal balance of data rate, forward-error-correction and channel utilization.

An accurate assessment of the capabilities and comparative advantages of COFDM awaits further testing of both COFDM itself compared to related aspects of the competing single-carrier technologies now in use by the Grand Alliance.

The main objective of the project is to develop an alternative transmission subsystem designed to enhance the performance of the Grand Alliance system currently under con-
OUR NEW LOW-LIGHT CAMERAS ARE OUR MOST SENSITIVE YET.

Introducing the JVC 1.5 Lux KY-27B and 2 Lux KY-19 Cameras.

JVC PROFESSIONAL

Set your paws on the newest breed of low-light shooters—JVC's KY-27B 2/3" 3-CCD and KY-19 1/2" 3-CCD video cameras.

These super-sensitive cameras have evolved by anticipating the ever-changing demands of the toughest video professionals. As a starting point, we utilized the technology of the renowned KY-27, and sharpened its key features. For instance, a unique CCD pixel readout system enables the KY-27E to shoot in light as low as 1.5 Lux, and the KY-19 as low as 2 Lux. Also achieved are 750 lines of horizontal resolution, and a 50dB signal-to-noise ratio. The addition of new field production accessories like a Triax System permits operation up to 8,000 feet. Plus automatic features such as JVC's enhanced AEC, Extended Electronic Iris, Full-Time Auto White Balance, and Full Auto Shooting provide easy operation, and continuous shooting in a wide range of field applications.

But there are high-performance upgrades that belong only to the KY-27B. Like 2/3" CCD's, which deliver higher sensitivity and dramatically reduced vertical smear—all for just a tad more than the affordably priced KY-19.

We realize different people have different needs, as well as budgets. And what better way of satisfying both, than by offering you a choice of two superb cameras. At JVC, we don't just meet your needs...we anticipate them.

For more information on the KY-27B and KY-19 cameras, or the name of your nearest JVC dealer, please call 1-800-JVC-5825.
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sideration. This enhancement makes use of multichannel COFDM techniques. This new module would thus be functionally equivalent to the current transmission subsystem, which is based on single-carrier techniques, and will thus facilitate side-by-side comparisons in the laboratory and in the field under a wide range of conditions.

Preliminary information suggests that COFDM could improve upon single-carrier technology currently in place in the Grand Alliance system in a number of important ways. It could yield improved flexibility in the delivery of digital TV services and improved levels of service, and yield more optimal use of spectrum. COFDM may be better than single-carrier systems in the elimination of ghosting, thereby providing improved multipath immunity; in the provision of increased coverage to hard-to-reach areas through the use of low-power, on-channel repeaters; and in avoiding the drawbacks of one high-power, centrally located transmission site by the substitution of lower-power transmitters at a number of sites.

From a planning perspective, the multichannel COFDM technique will offer broadcasters the opportunity to retain their current coverage and audiences as they move from VHF to UHF channels. It will also improve the availability of signals and their reliability in difficult terrain.

The use of low-power, on-channel repeaters may yield a further benefit by the replacement of translators, on which many stations, including many non-commercial ones, rely. Because these translators will not be allotted ATV spectrum, selection of a technology that makes such allocations unnecessary serves an important public interest.

Two possible systems

Table 1 lists two preliminary system parameters for the COFDM transmission system. The two sets of parameters represent two different implementations. The final system testing will finalize a set of system parameters. Compromises will be made among guard interval duration, data throughput, carrier spacing, robustness to dynamic multipath distortion, number of in-band pilots required, acquisition time, phase noise, etc.

System A is optimized for local Single Frequency Network (SFN) and on-channel coverage extender environment. The long guard interval (64µs) will enable the receiver to properly recover signals received from two synchronized stations. Approximately 6,000 carriers will be required resulting in a narrow carrier spacing (1kHz). The useful symbol duration is approximately 1ms. An 8k FFT is required.

The second system, known as System B, is optimized for use in a conventional, single transmission-tower approach. System B has a reduced guard interval (25µs), a larger carrier spacing, and requires about 3,000 carriers and offers greater robustness to general RF channel interferences. The 25µs guard interval may not be long enough to accommodate the rarely seen long delay (30µs) echoes that have been reported in the non-SFN environment. Studies indicate that a COFDM system can withstand an echo that falls out of the guard interval for no more than 1-2% of the useful symbol duration. For this configuration, a multipath delay up to 35.8µs (25 + 540 x 0.02) can be accommodated. A 4k FFT is required.

Next month, I will discuss in more detail the technical parameters of COFDM and the 8VSB Grand Alliance transmission subsystem.

Lewis Libin is the director of technology at NBC, New York. Respond via the IBE FAXback line at 913-967-1905 or via E-mail at bellinternet.com or by CompuServe at 74672,1324.

---

BE THE ENVY OF YOUR FELLOW ENGINEERS

Get A Portable Hamlet Waveform/Vectorscope For As Low As $ 1,695

WAVEFORM, VECTOR, DUAL/MONO STEREO SIGNAL MEASUREMENT

POWERED BY RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES or AC ADAPTER

FOR DISPLAY ON FIELD MONITORS, LCDs or CAMERA VIEW FINDERS

EXTERNAL REFERENCE

OPTIONAL OVER-THE-SHOULDER CARRY CASE and 6" LCD (SHOWN)

For More Information, Call 800-331-2019
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Manufactured in the U.S.A. by:
JAMES GRUNDER & Assoc., Inc. • 9204 Bond St. • Overland Park, KS 66214 • (913) 492-4666 • Fax (913) 492-5556
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The Golf Channel wanted the world's best all-digital television network facility to be designed and built in perfect form.

At Harris, that's par for the course.

When The Golf Channel asked Harris to create an all-digital television network facility, we responded with a turnkey solution that included design, construction and unique system integration.

Our solution used the latest serial-digital and fiber optic technologies, and integrated one of the most advanced automation and machine control systems of any broadcast facility in the world.

Here's what the Golf Channel VP of Operations, Matt Scalici, had to say: "Harris provided a complete and thorough solution to a complex challenge... the innovation of our plant's design lies more in the system integration than in the individual components. And innovative thinking is what the Systems Group of Harris is known for."

Harris also integrated a digital-ready C- and Ku-band teleport facility for The Golf Channel. Whatever your facility requirements, from a re-build to the design and implementation of a complex network, you'll love our follow through.

Harris Allied
7920 Kentucky Drive, Florence, KY 41042 USA
Phone: 606 282-4800 • Fax 606 283-2818
Digital Satellite System

The flying high DBS success story is delivering new opportunities for consumers and broadcasters.

By Marjorie Costello

As we await the construction of the wired information superhighway, an approach that literally falls from the sky is already taking off: Digital Satellite Service (DSS). DSS is becoming one of the most successful consumer electronics launches of all time. In its first six months, sales of home DSS equipment were higher than first-year sales for VCRs, color televisions and CD players.

DSS was launched nationally in October 1994 as the world's first all-digital TV programming service and North America's first high-powered direct broadcast satellite (DBS) service. By the end of 1994, nearly 600,000 RCA DSS systems had been shipped to dealers, who could not keep up with demand.

DSS is also a major success story in broadcasting: the programming and distribution powers behind DSS are industry veterans, GM Hughes Electronics and Hubbard Broadcasting, through new divisions, DirecTV and USSB, respectively. On the receiving end is consumer electronics powerhouse Thomson and its RCA brand. Thomson not only designed, manufactured and marketed the first home DSS equipment, the company also developed the patented compression technology used for DSS. By this summer, when RCA is expected to reach one million systems shipped, Sony's consumer division will start marketing DSS equipment.

With DSS flying high, direct-to-home satellite delivery may finally be in the driver's seat on the information highway. This is especially significant as telcos and cable companies scramble for the mega billions to build their earthbound lanes.

Direct-to-home satellite delivery may finally be in the driver's seat on the information highway.

The hardware and programming
Consumers equipped with RCA's 18-inch "pizza-size" dishes and DSS receivers can receive 175 channels of digital-quality pictures and CD-quality audio sound. The programming includes major cable networks as well as pay-per-view movies and more than 25 channels of commercial-free CD-quality music.

DSS is transmitted via two high-powered Ku-band direct broadcast satellites — DBS-1 and DBS-2 — launched by GM Hughes in geosynchronous orbit over the equator at 101° west longitude. DirecTV shares DBS-1 with USSB, with DBS-2 used exclusively by DirecTV. The system was launched using MPEG-1 compression.

DirecTV's 150 channels are transmitted from its Castle Rock Broadcast Center in Colorado. Castle Rock receives national cable channels via satellite and converts them into digital transmissions for DirecTV's so-called "turnaround" channels. DirecTV also offers more than 50 pay-per-view movie channels played back on many of Castle Rock's 300 Digital Betacam machines.

Operating east of St. Paul is USSB's facility in Oakdale, MN, built specifically for DSS. USSB's 30 channels include multichannel versions of premium services such as HBO and Showtime. Betacam SP is the house format used to play back USSB program promos, which like DirecTV interstitial material, is shown in place of the local cable "avails."

One DirecTV programming option of particular interest to TV stations is Primetime 24. It's a package of five broadcast affiliates representing the major networks: WABC-TV (ABC, New York); WXIA-TV (NBC, Atlanta); WRAL-TV (CBS, Raleigh); WFLD-TV (Fox, Chicago); and KRMA (PBS, Denver).

Following the guidelines of the Satellite Home Viewing Act of 1988, only DSS customers who can't receive their local broadcast TV channels can pay $3.95 to get the package. Local broadcast affiliates are sent reports by Primetime 24 with the names of all the people in their market who are signed up for the service.
Buy a digital camera or else.....

Or else you may be stuck with a camera left behind by digital technology

As we all know, communications, video, information...everything is going digital. Isn't it time cameras did? Today's digital camera not only outperforms the best analog can offer but sets new bench marks in video quality, features, stability and reliability. The days of the analog camera are numbered because digital offers too many advantages to be ignored.

With DIGITAL advantages such as a new video transparency, flesh tone detail to soften facial blemishes, precision detail correction, precision transfer of setups between cameras, a plug-in memory card to recreate exact setups weeks or months later and serial digital outputs for D-1 and D-2/D-3 VTR's, now is the time to consider what all cameras will be.....DIGITAL.

Introducing the Digital SK-2600

Unique PIP (Picture in Picture)
Allows a second video source to be windowed with camera video in any of four quadrants or reversed with camera video

Separate H&V detail generator for viewfinder makes focus "pop" for camera operator

Exclusive single LSI device provides 13-bit (minimum) digital processing for RGB video including detail and masking.

The 600,000 pixel CCD provides 900 TV line resolution and dramatically reduces aliasing. An optional, 520K pixel CCD is available to provide switching between 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios at the push of a button.

Network Users:
CBS TV City, Los Angeles
CBC Toronto, Canada

Call today for more information or a demonstration.
A home installation: it's just that simple
A DSS system starts at $699 and a deluxe system that permits dual hookups through a second receiver can be purchased for $899. The price includes the dish and the receiver and a second receiver runs $649. Thomson is also starting to market DSS systems designed for multiple-unit dwellings.

Consumers can set up their own DSS system with a self-installation kit available at retail for $69.95. RCA says that many consumers — about 70% — are using professional installers, who charge from $150 to $200 (broadcast engineers would find a DSS installation child's play).

Consumers clamor for dishes
Although it is too early to tell what the long-term effect of DSS will be on broadcasters and cable, several patterns are already emerging:
The strong appeal of DSS is reflected by an independent source in a recently completed consumer study conducted by IMR Research, Home Audio/Video/Computer Product Planner's Notebook. The Clarendon Hills, Illinois-based firm has been providing market research to consumer electronics companies for many years. When IMR asked consumers about consumer electronics products they did not yet own, nearly 60% of the respondents said they wanted a mini satellite/DSS dish making it the number one choice.

DirectTV and USSB estimate that 50% of their subscribers are in cable areas, and half of them are dropping their cable service. This trend is supported by the IMR Research study, which indicated that nearly 70% of respondents expressed interest in getting their TV signal through satellite dish rather than cable television. This information foreshadows major problems for cable operators that could benefit DSS as well as over-the-air broadcasters.

A broadcaster's perspective
In discussions with Hubbard Broadcasting, it became clear the company would not have invested reportedly $200 million in USSB if they had perceived it as a threat to their core business. (General Motors, Hughes's parent company, has spent $750 million on DirecTV.) The 72-year-old Hubbard Broadcasting owns nine TV and two radio stations, as well as Conus Communications. Conus's All News Channel, fed to stations across the country, is also part of the USSB programming lineup.

Instead, Hubbard sees DSS as a business opportunity and a way for local stations to define themselves in the marketplace — once again — as the local service provider. Hubbard believes DSS provides local broadcasters with a way to leverage the power of local service providing news, weather and sports to the local market.

According to Robert Hubbard, USSB's...
Everybody's Talking About the Power of the Matrix Plus II Intercom System.

KING-TV is the king of Seattle broadcasting; the market's news leader. A team of dedicated broadcast pros puts more than 4% hours of live TV on the air everyday. At any given time, staffers are in the station, on the street, up in the chopper, or beaming in via microwave and satellite. While they rely on state-of-the-art equipment, they depend on one thing even more: each other. No matter what the situation, they have to stay in touch.

That's why Randy Knedler relies on the Matrix Plus II intercom system. Fully integrated, the system ties everybody together easily and neatly, whether they are on-site or calling in on the phone, the wireless, or via the "Station Identification" is easy with electronic or paper labels.

No matter what news breaks in Seattle, Randy knows he can rely on the Matrix Plus II, just like broadcast engineers from San Francisco to Miami and from London to Tokyo. The Matrix Plus II. It's the talk of the town.
executive vice president, “We see DSS as an opportunity for local stations because it puts local stations back in control of their own distribution.” As Hubbard points out, “Most people in the U.S. can get a better TV picture from an over-the-air television station than they can get from a cable system.”

There’s another benefit that USSB’s executive vice president believes DSS delivers to broadcasters: “If people are watching their multichannel viewing from a national distribution system — CNN, ESPN from a national distributor [like USSB or DirecTV] — it means there is less competition for the local sales dollar. That is where TV stations today make the bulk of their revenues in most markets.” Neither USSB nor DirecTV plans to sell local spots and local programming is out of the question.

Robert Hubbard summarizes what may very well be the eventual impact of DSS on cable and broadcasting: “It can be very important to TV stations if there is a significant shift in viewing from cable to national satellite delivery.”

Stay tuned

DSS plans to make the transition from MPEG-1 to MPEG-2 compression imminently, while remaining compatible with existing home reception equipment. That change will not only lead to further picture improvements, but also increase channel capacity. DirecTV will be launching a third DSS satellite and adding 30 channels later this year.

Also in 1995, to keep one step ahead of Sony, Thomson will be introducing its second-generation DSS receiver. The new unit may add AC-3 audio, for example. With Sony joining the DSS arena, additional innovations are no doubt being planned. These may include combining a DSS receiver in a TV set, which Thomson has also mentioned. With new companies joining DSS manufacturing and marketing in 1996, the price of DSS home systems is likely to drop, just as it has historically for every major consumer electronics product.

The back of the receiver also presents a glimpse of the future of DSS. There, you’ll find a low-speed data port, which Thomson has hinted it will tap for some type of data transmission service. There’s also a wideband data port, which is designed to provide an upgrade to HDTV. Should DSS — as many observers predict — become the first source of HDTV broadcasts, DSS owners would be able to connect the port to an HDTV set or outboard decoder.

Stay tuned.

Marjorie Costello is a broadcast and video industry consultant and Broadcast Engineering contributing editor based in New York. Respond via the FAXback line at 913-967-1905 or via E-mail to be@intertec.com or by CompuServe at 74672,3124.
Lighthouse introduces its DCA digital audio matrix switcher. The AES digital audio routing capacities start at 8x8 (DCA8) and are expandable to 15x16 (DCA16M). Larger configurations are available. Easy-Patch™ software allows for remote RS232 control over signal routing and effects loop configurations. Centralize your effects modules and share them among multiple control rooms. Signal switching is non-protocol dependent with bandwidth to 50 Mbit/s. For $995 the Lighthouse DCA8 can solve your digital traffic jams.

**See No Evil.**

Digital Video with Digital and Analog Audio Transmission

Fibox IMS is a 360 mbit/sec digital fiber-optic transmission system which transmits serial digital video plus analog and AES digital audio. IMS offers full compatibility with existing Fibox 20-bit analog and data I/O modules. The addition of AES digital audio and serial digital video makes IMS our most flexible Fibox transmission system to date. IMS is perfect for fiber transmission of up to 8 AES digital audio signals (16 channels of audio). Up to 6 Fibox analog modules can be slaved up for a mixture of analog and digital audio plus digital video in one modular package. Transmit your signals with razor-sharp clarity. See clear to the future with Fibox IMS.
Editing systems

Editing tools and processes have changed significantly over the last few years.
The Bottom Line:  

In the beginning, it was the razor blade, then came cue tracks and finally time code. Today, random access storage and playback have added a new dimension to editing. In addition, software-controlled, computer-generated digital effects have allowed producers to turn almost any idea into reality. A powerful editing system can help a creative staff efficiently turn ideas into attention-getting spots and promos, increasing viewership and revenues.  

Editors, the people who edit for a living, are video storytellers. As creative teams expand to include additional people with diverse backgrounds, what role does the editing system play? As editing systems have evolved, they have provided us with a wide range of new tools. But are new tools necessarily better? Does today's editing system encompass the tools and features needed to get the job done quickly and efficiently? This article looks at today's editing technology, how it fits into today's workplace and some things to consider when tailoring a system to your needs.  

Defining terms  

Before getting too deep into the tools and technology, let's look at some of the many terms that have been applied to editing over the past few years. First, there's storage. In general, only two types are used, tape- and disk-based systems. Recently introduced tape formats have changed the game slightly, and now there are tape and disk recorders available in compressed (lossy and lossless) and non-compressed varieties.  

Virtually all of today's non-linear editors are disk-based systems. Because of this, the terms disk-based and non-linear have been used interchangeably. Actually, non-linear refers to the process, not the equipment. Non-linear editing refers to the ability to assemble pieces in any order, including putting new pieces in the middle without covering up what is already there. Randomly accessed disk storage systems tout this "non-linear" capability. In reality, many of these systems never assemble anything but a playlist. New clips can be added to the playlist easily. Once complete, the playlist is executed and the result is transferred to a storage medium, usually videotape (because it's removable). In the linear editing process, the final product is assembled one piece at a time, usually from beginning to end. If changes are made in a section that has been assembled, the changes are either inserted over existing material or everything after the insert must be shuffled down the tape.  

There is nothing to prevent a disk-based system from being a linear editor. Conversely, given a sufficient number of high-speed transports, a tape-based system could be used in a non-linear manner. However, these scenarios do not account for the individual strengths of these two mediums. High-speed random access is a major strength of disk drives, while high-capacity, low-cost removable storage is a strength of tape.  

Photo: The network control room at Home and Garden TV, where video server and disk-based editing technology is used extensively. (Photo courtesy of A.F. Associates.)
Another wrinkle is the so-called hybrid editing system. Is it a linear/non-linear hybrid or a tape/disk hybrid? One refers to the editing process, while the other looks at the storage media involved. Again, these terms are used interchangeably and can be easily misunderstood. The differences can be subtle, but the implications to the editing process may not be.

One other set of terms that should be defined is on-line vs. off-line. The final product of an off-line session is some form of edit decision list (EDL), whereas the final product of an on-line session is the actual production in its finished form.

**Leveling the playing field**

From a psychological standpoint, non-linear has, in some ways, leveled the playing field for the creative team. Random access editing allows possibilities to be explored quickly and easily. If the producer or client is experienced in non-linear's ability to handle rapid decision making, the editing process can move quickly. However, if those involved are unsure of exactly what they want or need, the process can get bogged down as an endless number of possibilities are tried and rejected. As always, it's the people and their expertise that make or break a project.

In stations, the non-linear process allows reporters and producers to instantaneously change things, experiment and create various aesthetic approaches while the technical logistics are suppressed. This can't be done in linear. Those editing in this scenario have the ability to give input early in the decision-making process. It's much like composing music, trying out different patterns of notes, meandering without commitment and checking out which sequences work together. The off-line process allows mapping of the pace and structure of the spot, but in the wrong hands, the process can be ineffective and time consuming.

**Broadcast quality or grunge TV**

Final picture quality is a variable that has allowed many of the desktop and lower-quality tape formats to prosper. The picture
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**Rock Solid.**

Perfect performance day after day, week after week, year after year.

Introducing the digital distribution system you'll never outgrow. Whether you choose our self-contained series DDA-108 and RDA-108 or the OMNIFRAME modular series DDA-108F and RDA-108F, you'll have a continuous assurance of signal quality thanks to our unique Dynamic Equalization Display. You may have thought mixing analog and digital DAs was impossible, but Videotek makes it easy. You'll save space and budget, because our innovative new system even lets you combine digital and analog video and audio distribution in the same rack frame. Whatever format you use: composite or component digital, even HDTV, these Videotek digital DAs will deliver rock solid performance. Guaranteed. Call today for more information and a free guide to DA applications.

**VIDEOTEK**

A Zero Defects Company

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 1 800-800-5719 (610) 327-2292 Fax: (610) 327-9295
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There are a lot of great performers in films and videos.

(Many of them are Seagate A/V Professional drives.)

You can get an ordinary disc drive for your audio/video needs. Many people do. But what they don't get is the extraordinary performance these kind of professional applications really demand.

Seagate has a much better approach. It's called the A/V Professional Program.

The program has been developed to provide the A/V industry with the absolute best storage technologies. Seagate works with a network of experienced A/V Professional Partners. They're thoroughly trained to customize the perfect solution. So you get the highest system performance possible.

With our high performance, high capacity Hawk, Barracuda and Elite drive families, Seagate has long since established a leadership position in the professional A/V market. And now, by using the Seagate A/V Professional Program, you can get an optimized solution that delivers performance other drives simply can't.

You're a professional. So work with the pros. For more information, see our home page at http://www.seagate.com, or call 408-438-8111.
Introducing one of the most significant advances in digital since...well, since the digit.

Years ago, a solution containing magnetic-sensitive particles was applied to 2-inch tape to determine where to "make the cut" with a razor blade. (Photo courtesy of Ampex.)

quality of a wedding video is not expected to exceed that of a national spot done for a major advertiser. Although, many times the reduced quality offered by some systems has been used as a creative effect. Today, for instance, monochrome is an effect; years ago it was state-of-the-art. Simply put, acceptable picture quality is subjective.

The trade-off in using some non-linear editing technology is that people will accept lower picture quality if it costs less. This is much the same reason why large numbers of U-matic machines were sold, despite the reduced signal quality when compared with 2-inch machines. Beyond this, people identify artifacts as a mistake; digital video noise is emotionally and psychologically unappealing. Much of the reason non-linear did not gain acceptance for on-line use was because of objectionable compression artifacts. Today, sophisticated algorithms provide much better image quality, making many of the disk-based systems usable for a wide range of on-air content.

Compression is here to stay. In many instances, the trade-off of a few pixels for additional storage is perfectly acceptable. It makes sense in workstations, video servers and, eventually, for many aspects of HDTV. How the compression components will all be integrated into a broadcast operation remains to be seen. Cascading compression systems can cause problems as successive decimations reduce the actual picture content. Algorithms, such as the proposed 4:2:2 MPEG studio profile at 18Mbps, need to address broadcast requirements, such as chroma-keying, multiple generations and transcoding from one format to another. Once the signal is broadcast, MPEG-2 can be used to reduce the bandwidth even further, without concern about subsequent compression. However, this may change as home recording technology for HDTV becomes more commonplace.

Digitizing source material and rendering

Across the board, these are major problems for disk-based systems. Getting source material into the NLE environment takes time, often too much. Few, if any, of the disk-based systems are capable of digitizing faster than real time.
New products have been introduced that allow digital (NTSC) video to be converted to computer standards. One of these products converts the digital video stream to SCSI-2 and vice versa. Another provides an interface that takes a D-1 VTR's output directly into an SGI system. This same unit can be used in reverse to record digital data onto a D-1 cassette, providing high-speed data backup and a convenient method to move digital files across town or across the country. Unfortunately, only a small percentage of stations have D-1 capability. However, these same tools are extremely useful within the post-production community.

Another problem with the disk-based systems is rendering time. What's the use in having special effects, DVE capability and a grab bag of neat transitions if they cannot be viewed quickly? Fortunately, improvements in disk drives and processor speed have improved this situation considerably. Systems don't have to be real time. They simply need to be quick enough to finish the task before the operator is ready with the next one.

**Non-linear off-line, on-line and near-line**

Over the past few years, the non-linear process has revolutionized how people edit, manipulate and sculpt visual and audio presentations in the post-production world. However, in the broadcast arena, the acceptance has been much slower. As discussed, a major obstacle was the digitize-and-compress bottleneck. Because of the time involved, it did not support the quick turnaround demands of news programming. The recent introduction of portable disk-based storage systems (cameras/recorders) attempts to address this problem.

Traditional videotape editing, along with newer hybrid systems that combine tape-and disk-based systems are finding much better acceptance. Many stations are adopting hybrid technology as a bridge and making the jump into non-linear by buying one or two systems to determine the best way to integrate them into the operation. Many stations have found additional use for desktop systems, including expanded local production, which can increase revenues.

Non-linear editing tools have become mainstream in corporate video, post-production and ad agencies. However, there are key differences in how these tools are used in these applications. For instance, non-linear tends to be off-line in post-production and ad agencies. Corporate video facilities tend more toward using non-linear as an on-line system for videotape output, and off-line for interactive CD-ROM output. In post facilities, non-linear editing has typically been used as an off-line system, due to a lack of acceptance and, until recently, insufficient image quality.

Recent advances in storage technology have

**And the point, simply, is this:**

If you’re searching for a digital mid-range switcher, look no further than Grass Valley.

Our new Model 2200 shares much of the component digital technology of our high-end Model 4000 switcher—including our innovative Chromatte® chroma key processing, Lamina® image layering, and effects-send capabilities.

The Model 2200 is set up for all-in-one digital effects integration with our advanced Krystal® digital effects system. It offers capabilities you’d expect to find only in high-end systems. And, naturally, the Model 2200 has the quality feel that has defined Grass Valley systems for years.

If you’d like more information on the Model 2200, call us today at 1-800-474-8889 ext. 2200.

The Model 2200 from Grass Valley. Anything else is, well, pointless.
brought multigigabit hard drives to market at reasonable prices. Laser disk technology has advanced as well, allowing for near-line storage of archive material in a space-efficient manner. Networking technology has evolved to the point where large files can be manipulated across the network without the rest of the network grinding to a halt.

**Networking**

To efficiently network, editing, graphics and audio workstations normally require some video compression for transporting video over local area networks (LANs) within the facility, as well as wide area networks (WANs) to access outside databases and for alternative distribution. Networking streaming video, however, requires a deterministic approach — that is, one that guarantees synchronized delivery of video and audio. Switching, latency and fidelity are three critical success factors when building a network. Video servers have technological barriers, such as maximum number of simultaneous inputs and outputs and data transfer speed. With many server solutions based on computer industry technology like Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID), TV stations need to examine closely how various storage approaches can provide an uninterrupted stream of programming.

How can broadcasters make the most of storage technology developed for data-processing applications? The most important objective to a data-processing facility is data integrity. Whatever happens, not a single byte of data can be lost, even if it means slowing response time down by removing some clients, stopping the system for analysis and system rebuild. Missing or corrupted data in this scenario could lead to millions of dollars sent to the wrong account or a complete rerun of a 12-hour batch process.

Conversely, the TV environment cannot stand a single moment of lost transmission time, even if it means using dropout compensation to incorrectly replace the missing parts of an image. Interrupted flow means unrecov- erable revenue loss and make-goods. TV transmission has always sacrificed data integrity for a continuous image.

Can RAID systems and other computer-type storage be used for storage to support editing? By all means, but redundancy and dependable transfer of materials to and from archival data tape are two must haves. The key will be managing the storage and network systems in a manner that is seamless to the editing process.

**Conclusion**

A viewpoint that was echoed over and over by editors is that in the final analysis, key performance differentiators among editing systems will be more and more in software, rather than with the underlying hardware, and that the human element is critical to a successful project. Eventually, it is possible that tape will be replaced with stations having one of each format player for bringing archival materials on-line in a server. Also, what these workstations “islands” connect to internally, as well as somewhere across the globe, will determine a station’s viability as a broadcast service business.

Leveraging content as a competitive asset will provide stations with alternative revenue streams — maybe even before HDTV becomes mainstream. One thing is for sure, editing tools, equipment and systems are likely to evolve into systems that take advantage of a wide range of computer and networking technology.

Karen Mills is president of White Light Video, Springfield, PA. Respond via the E7/Back line at 913-967-1905 or via e-mail at kneill@intercom.com or by CompuServe at 74672,3124.
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**You rely on V-LAN™ to control Multiple Devices...**

If you use an AVID, EMC, Montage, Ediflex, Amtel, RGB, Strassner, Videomedia, or any SGI based video editing workstation, you’re already using the industry standard V-LAN Universal Control Network. V-LAN enables each workstation to control and synchronize up to 31 videotape and digital disk recorders.

**...Now the V-LAN HUB™ controls Multiple V-LAN Networks!**

Videomedia has developed the V-LAN HUB Network Control Router. Up to eight video editing workstations can share up to 64 video devices, without the need to reconfigure hardware with each device change. Control of any device is quickly routed to any workstation via the HUB routing software.

With over 60,000 V-LAN units in the field world-wide and hundreds of developers writing the V-LAN protocol into their software, V-LAN has become the industry standard in machine control and synchronization.

For More Information about V-LAN and the V-LAN HUB
Call (408) 277-9977

[Trade Names Mentioned Are Trademarks of Their Respective Companies.]
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The new Panasonic Supercam will keep Video Professionals flying through the production day. This innovative new camcorder combines Panasonic’s advanced digital camera technology with the popular S-VHS recording format and the new Anton/Bauer Digital Trimpac battery system.

Non-Stop video is now a reality with the Panasonic Supercam. The small high performance Anton/Bauer Trimpac provides the power to match the incredible 2 hour continuous recording capability of the S-VHS format. This virtually eliminates all the battery and cassette change disruptions that are the bane of every video professional.

The Panasonic Supercam with its standard Anton/Bauer Trimpac battery virtually eliminates the burden of carrying boxes of extra tape and batteries. Shooting all morning and all afternoon without ever having to change a battery or cassette is now the norm with this long distance S-VHS and Trimpac team. No disruptions and no heavy baggage allows a professional to move faster and cover more ground.

Panasonic and Anton/Bauer have worked together to bring additional important features to the Supercam. The “Fuel Computer” inside the standard Digital Trimpac battery couples to the InterActive viewfinder of the Supercam providing the operator with an accurate “Fuel Gauge” of remaining run-time. The Anton/Bauer “Automatique” feature allows a shadow fill Ultralight to be powered directly from the camera battery and turned on and off automatically in sync with the VCR trigger. This assures that every shot will be ‘studio quality’ while conserving battery power and eliminating the need to carry separate portable lighting equipment.

Panasonic and Anton/Bauer: Ready when you are.

For your FREE “Video Battery Handbook”
call Anton/Bauer (203) 929-1100 or fax (203) 929-9335

Supercam is a trademark of Panasonic.
Trimpac, InterActive, Ultralight, Gold Mount and Automatique are trademarks of Anton/Bauer

AG-DP800 combines Panasonic’s Emmy award winning DSP technology in a S-VHS camcorder.

Circle (37) on Reply Card
The changing newsroom

Technological advances have changed almost every aspect of news gathering and production.

Recent events, including the Oklahoma City bombing and the Simpson trial in Los Angeles, have shown how TV news affects everyone. Viewers have come to expect virtually instant coverage of news events from anywhere in the world. The news coverage of the Gulf War brought daily events in the gulf into our living rooms. It permanently changed our perspectives on news and news coverage.

For stations and networks alike, the change in viewer attitudes has led to major operational changes. Those changes, along with others brought about by technological advances, have led to the development of newsrooms that function in ways that are radically different from just a few years ago. Remotes from nearly anywhere in the world are commonplace, even on local stations. Changes in storage and editing technology provide the ability to edit in the field, making it easier to get late-breaking stories on the air.

Additionally, cellular phones and data communications allow stories to be sent from the field. Sometimes this process can be excruciatingly slow, but today it's possible. Desktop technology has allowed independent producers to build packages and syndicate them nationwide, allowing stations to cost effectively add outside perspectives to their newscasts.

This article looks at the changing newsroom by examining real world problems that have been solved by news and engineering departments. The first example looks at how a news operation took on the challenge of moving into a facility that was too small. The second example looks at how a San Diego news operation geared up to cover the Super Bowl after the Chargers won the AFC Championship. Neither of these articles are a how-to, but both provide numerous examples of solutions to real-world problems faced everyday by news and engineering departments.

Constructing a facility in a limited space

By Jerry Foreman PBE

Capital News is a 30-minute national and international newscast carried by independent TV stations and cable networks in a growing affiliation. It began as an outgrowth of an independent TV station in the Washington, DC, market. News operations shared the station's technical facilities and staff. However, about a year into the news operation, the station was sold.

The plans were to construct a new building for the news operation in Haymarket, VA, on a piece of property previously acquired for that purpose. Prior to settlement, however, the Walt Disney Company announced plans to construct a theme park within sight of the property. At this point, the planned construction had to be re-assessed to determine if the land had become too valuable and if sufficient room for expansion would be available if it became necessary.

In the meantime, it was decided that a temporary facility would be established to house the operation. By using floor space at the other end of the current building, some advantages were discovered, such as being able to continue using the same studio, set, lighting and the station's technical facilities. The section had been a technical area at one time, but had since been converted to office space. Adequate
Advanced wireless intercom system

Vega Q600

- Rugged, reliable, metal beltpack remotes
- Hybrid UHF/VHF operation to conserve scarce VHF frequencies
- Inexpensive VHF monitor receivers to lower system costs
- High-quality, low-noise, low-distortion audio
- Up to six beltpacks per master station
- Designed specifically for broadcast and production
- Directly compatible with all standard wired intercoms
- Many advanced circuit and system design features

In the studio or on the set, Vega's wireless intercom systems are the choice of professionals who demand ruggedness, reliability, broadcast-quality audio, and a full set of professional features. Designed from the ground up for broadcast and production work, the Q600 UHF/VHF system provides all the functions and technical capabilities required for these demanding applications.

The Q600 system provides continuous, full-duplex, hands-off communications between up to six people plus an unlimited number of "listen-only" users.

The QTR-600 beltpack remotes are extremely easy to use and provide operation similar to that of hard-wired intercom beltpacks. They are compatible with popular dynamic or electret headsets, such as Beyer, Clear-Com, and Telex. The cases are welded aircraft aluminum alloy with a high-impact molded Cycolac (ABS) control panel that will withstand the roughest use.

One QX-600 master station supports up to six QTR-600 remotes with "hands-free" two-way communications, and an unlimited number of PL-2 receivers for listen-only users. Circuitry is provided to interface external line audio with the system or to link two QX-600s into a 12-user system. The master station is directly compatible with all standard wired intercom systems such as Clear-Com, RTS, ROH, Telex, and many others via internal programming switches. A local headset position and extensive control, adjustment, and monitoring provisions are also included.

The PL-2 VHF mini-receiver provides a high-performance, low-cost solution to providing one-way "listen-only" communications. Very often, individuals need to receive instructions but are not required to speak. Using PL-2 receivers for this application avoids the expense of additional full two-way remotes and can significantly lower the cost of a typical system. The PL-2 is fully compatible with the Q600 system and is designed to provide reliable communications in the most demanding RF environments.

When the job demands hands-free, full-duplex operations in the most demanding environment, go with the Vega Q600, the system recommended by professionals worldwide.

www.americanradiohistory.com
power was available, but the floor space was limited and the air conditioning was deemed inadequate for the high concentration of technical equipment.

**Physical layout**

When asked if the equipment could fit into such a limited area, the reply was to treat the project as if it were a remote truck. The design criteria was to use every bit of available space while allowing for maximum ease of operation and maintenance.

Racks are used as room dividers, providing accessibility on both sides, as well as reducing dead space. The news operation is located on two floors, with most of the technical equipment on the second, while the first floor is shared between equipment and offices. The station's studio is being used for the permanent news set. The second floor consists of a 13'x8' room containing video control, the shop and terminal racks. (See Figure 1.) Next are two 6'x7' edit bays. Outside the edit bays are the producer's area and electronic parts storage, which has a large opening looking into the production control room (21'x11'). Adjacent to production control is the videotape room, and behind the VTR machines is the audio booth.

The first floor contains the combination satellite receiver-record room and writers' office. Another room contains an edit bay and computer terminal area. Additionally, on the first floor are the news director's, reporters' and producer's offices and a videotape storage room. Business offices for the news operation are located in another part of the building.

Because space is limited and the intended use of this facility is temporary, the station wanted to make the next move as easy as possible; that meant not attaching the equipment to the building. Efforts were made to avoid using conduit for cables and going under floors or above ceilings, which was accomplished with only a few exceptions.

The rack manufacturer was cooperative; equipment was fabricated to meet the station's needs at a reasonable cost. The wiring between adjacent racks was accomplished by placing the racks on a common base, while providing a 4-inch open area for cable runs. Racks in all areas are tied together with an aluminum cable tray system connected to the top of each rack. This allows cables to be run from one area to another easily and bonds the racks together electrically. Many of the racks are spaced four inches apart with a blank spacer between them. Mounted to the rear side of these spacers are two high-density power strips, which keep power wiring separate from the audio and video lines and power cords out of the way.

In some instances, the racks are used as room dividers with doors on the rear of each rack for cosmetic purposes. The rack dividers are constructed with slits rather than holes for mounting, which allow for quick removal. Approximately 30 inches of space behind the racks and strip lighting make servicing easier.

Because the racks in production control are mainly used to house monitors, this out-of-the-way area is also used for equipment storage. Some items that were not used after the move, but were too good to discard, are rack-mounted and stored here. Even though construction is industrial looking, efforts were made to make it as attractive as possible. The production console is constructed with a mauve countertop trimmed in cherry wood, and the rack fillers are metallic autumn red. The console can comfortably seat five people. However, keyboards for the still-store, editor, character generator and DVE can be moved to accommodate a small edit session. The upper portion of the monitor racks are tilted to reduce eye and neck fatigue.

The producer's area is immediately behind production control with the floor elevated 18 inches and a large opening in the wall that used to be a window. Because space is limited, walls in the producer's area have plastic parts containers mounted to them.

The two edit bays are small but adequate for one person, tight for two. Each has a cuts-only editor, Betacam SP recorder and player, 1/4-inch player, audio mixer, black- and-white and color monitors, good-quality audio monitoring and a house router station. The equipment is mounted on a computer workstation modified to meet the station's needs.

At the video control position, there are two racks housing the camera control units and monitoring equipment. The camera remote control units and computer terminal area are rack-mounted on slides to conserve space when not in use. A hole was cut into the wall behind the racks, and the rear of the racks are serviced from a hallway. Bi-fold louvered doors were placed in the wall at the rear of the racks covering the opening so that when the doors are closed, it looks like a closet. Next to the video control racks is an open space where a large mechanic's tool chest is located, and next to that is a workbench with shelves mounted above for test equipment storage.

Opposite the video racks and workbench are the terminal racks containing audio and video distribution, routing switcher, program switcher, patching, sync system, quality control monitoring, audio delay units, electronics for DVE, CG and still-store. These racks act as room dividers, with the VTR room on the other side.

The VTR room consists of six racks, four containing VTR machines and the other two containing monitoring. TBC controls and editor electronics. There are 13 VTRs of various formats including 1-inch, 3/4-inch, Betacam SP, S-VHS, VHS and laser disk. The decks are placed on pull-out shelves rather than rack mounts. The machine serial control lines go through a data switch selector, allowing machines to be routed to either of the ACE editors. The laser disk is used to assemble Capital News stories for playback, making it relatively easy to make last-minute changes to the lineup. Of course, a late story may be rolled in from a Beta VTR. Near the bottom of the VTR racks are tape storage compartments, another effort to conserve space that has turned out to be convenient. The back of the monitor racks are mounted.
THE IF*plus FAMILY:
THE WORLD'S BEST LENS TECHNOLOGY, IS NOW MORE AVAILABLE THAN EVER.

Canon introduces more of a good thing. IFplus, the industry-standard technology that meets the needs of tomorrow, 16:9, while satisfying the needs of today, 4:3, is now available in more Canon lenses.

These include the J15ax8B IRS/IAS multi-purpose lens; the J9ax5.2B IRS/IAS widest angle; the J20ax8B IRS/IAS with large magnification ratio for ENG, sports and production; the J33ax11B IAS telephoto portable EFP style zoom; and the J33ax15B IAS longest portable style zoom.

IFplus means wider angles at shorter MOD's and the widest angle lens available. It means higher MTF performance (corresponding to 6MHz) an advance that is consistent with the needs of 16:9 formats, where the density of the scanning lines are 20% greater than 4:3. It means reduced chromatic aberration, the result of a new glass material Hi-UD.

IFplus also features an ideally angled "Ergonomic Grip" allowing the user to enjoy fatigue-free shooting even over a long period of time. A special protein paint even absorbs perspiration.

The first family of next generation lenses, IFplus, gives you more of everything you want, including an expanded selection.

We'd like to tell you more. For information, please call 1-800-321-4388. (In Canada call 905-795-2012)

J15ax8B IRS/IAS

J9ax5.2B IRS/IAS

J20ax8B IRS/IAS

J33ax11B IAS

J33ax15B IAS

The Number One Lens
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Building a remote newsroom

Getting it done practically overnight on a small budget can be a real challenge.

Excitement filled the air as the San Diego Chargers surprised many by becoming the AFC Division Champions. Almost immediately, the local TV stations began scrambling for a piece of the action. Along with the Chargers, KFMB-TV was on its way to the Super Bowl, leaving the engineering and news departments with the challenge of coordinating a remote news bureau. News had no budget for coverage of this type, so everything had to be carefully evaluated to maximize the coverage while minimizing costs. There were only two short weeks to assemble the entire package, coordinate the details and get the coverage on-air.

First steps

Frequency coordination was one of the first problems tackled by the engineering department. The first step was to ascertain which channels were used by the Miami-area broadcasters. This was simple and required only a quick check in the Broadcasting Yearbook. As a backup, the local frequency coordination chairperson was also contacted. The next step was to decide whether the remote would be sent home through satellite or fiber-optics. It was decided to use satellite transmission because it was far more flexible. The satellite gathering truck could be moved anywhere in town. Fiber-optics would have served only as a stationary service placed in a single location by telco and was more expensive than satellite transmission. If the station could stay within a single satellite service, through the CBS News Bureau, excess transponder time was cheaper than buying it on the open market. Because the networks offer this service to their affiliates, it is a wise move for affiliate stations to take advantage of the convenience.

Next, the station needed to obtain a satellite uplink truck. The truck needed editing
**The Diaphragm**
We vacuum-laminate gold—just a few molecules thick—to our ultrathin diaphragm. Its unique diameter provides an extremely uniform, supercardioid pattern, wide dynamic range and exceptional transient response.

**The Performance**
Self noise is 5 to 10 dB lower than "industry standard" microphones. And we keep it that way even in conditions of high humidity with our Constant Environment System™ (CES), which keeps the element at a constant 125 °F.

**The Transformer**
Our custom-designed Jensen® output transformer is low in distortion and a true 150 ohms. It provides the high rejection of electromagnetic noise that only a transformer can.

**The Amenities**
Shock-mount system, computer-grade power supply, external pop filter, hard-shell case, stand adapter and 20 ft. of premium cable with gold connectors.

---

**The Awe-Inspiring, Uncompromising Studio Condenser Microphone**

Even before its introduction, the RE2000 had earned an amazing reputation and an enthusiastic following. Its exacting performance elicited accolades from professionals who thought they had heard it all.

"The RE2000 has a richness of sound I have experienced only along the lines of a tube mic." — David Esch, Eschicago

"The perfect mic for recording any acoustic string instrument." — John Beland, Flying Burrito Brothers

"The RE2000 has the warmth of a tube mic—extremely quiet and sensitive, allowing me to pickup low-level material without adding noise." — Scott Weber, Buena Vista Sound. Walt Disney Studios

"The RE2000 has a crisp, clean and quiet response. I used less EQ to achieve what I look for. What goes in...comes out! It's also extremely versatile...from vocals to acoustic guitars to trumpets and violins." — Tom Cutic, TM Century, Dallas, TX

"I think it's one of the most versatile I've ever used." — Roy Thomas Baker, Producer

In fact, all of these professionals asked one remarkably familiar question:

"When can I get one of my own?"

It's available now! And once you've heard it, we expect you'll be inspired to send us an accolade or two as well.

Electro-Voice, Inc. | 616/695-6831 | 800/234-6831 | In Canada: 613/382-2141
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capabilities with 2-machine editing, a switcher, an audio board, an intercom and an interrupt foldback (IFB) system with three cell phones. A truck was located that came with a full-time uplink engineer, was fully redundant and had a 4-port combiner, allowing for dual uplinking on either polarity. However, it lacked the audio capabilities needed. Rather than renting an audio board locally, the station sent one from San Diego. Although packaging and sending it was an inconvenience, the cost savings outweighed any difficulties.

**Local coverage complicated things**

For added coverage, news sent a reporter to San Francisco to the opposing team’s hometown. To complicate matters further, news was also running a remote from Los Angeles to cover the O.J. Simpson trial. Everything was done live and sent to the home studios by satellite uplink. Feeds had to be carefully coordinated to avoid interfering with regularly scheduled satellite feeds.

When it was all up and running, our San Francisco reporter talked to the Miami reporters and the studio anchors on a 3-way communication through the IFB system.

**Setup in Miami**

One maintenance technician was sent to Miami along with seven camera persons, two producers, a newsroom editor and talent that were rotated in and out. An additional reporter went on the road, reporting human interest pieces from small towns on his way to the Super Bowl. These stories were sent back by satellite feed and were normally recorded and played back during the regularly scheduled newscasts. However, the newscaster was not precluded from sending back live feed on a hot story should one occur.

Working across three time zones, the feed for the six o’clock news originated live in Miami at 9 p.m. along with a 2 a.m. feed for the 11 p.m. newscast. Because of this, the remote broadcast location had to be carefully chosen so it would not disturb anyone in the area.

The site chosen for the remote newsroom was outdoors, with the inland waterway as a backdrop. In Miami, a local lighting company provided the lighting equipment because sending the station’s lights to Miami would have been a nightmare. The location chosen was on the balcony of the California Cafe, located in the Hyatt Regency Hotel. The Hyatt was the hotel used by the Chargers as well as the station’s crew, making the location convenient for all concerned. It was also thought to be a fairly safe location and a good choice from the lack of disturbance standpoint.

Everything went fine with one minor exception. The weekend toll bridge operator contacted the Coast Guard and complained that the lights used for the newscasts prevented him from properly running the toll bridge. The lights were re-oriented so that they would not disturb him.

Two hotel rooms were set up as edit rooms since the editing capabilities of the rented truck were limited. In fact, the truck’s editing capabilities were lost once the remote went live, something we learned to avoid the next time. In all, two Beta machines and a monitor for each of the three edit rooms were shipped to Miami.

As part of his duties, our maintenance technician was required to oversee the early morning setup. He set up the microphones and the audio board, and during the live portions of the broadcast, he served as floor manager and ran the audio board. Each night all the equipment was packed and locked in the truck or moved into the California Cafe. In addition, he was expected to maintain the equipment, from the field cameras to the edit rooms. To help with all this,

Introducing the UTAH-300. History Repeats Itself. Digitally.

If you're in the market for a routing switcher, you'll be happy to know Dynatech's new UTAH-300 is the ultimate achievement of four generations of router technology. In 1978, our AVS-1 proved that rugged, versatile routing switchers could also be affordable. Today the UTAH-300, with analog/digital capability, is the most sophisticated member of a full family of mature, reliable routing products. The UTAH-300 is built for growth. It goes from 32 x 32 to 256 x 256. And beyond. It's compatible with every control system we've ever built, so it integrates into any Utah installation. And not only does the UTAH-300 manage D1 (serial component) and D2 (serial composite) formats, it's ready for 360 Mb/sec. data rates of future ATV signals. Far more capability, yet it's priced competitively.

Experienced Support, Too.

Over time, we've also learned about what you need in the way of support. That's why we offer reliable 24-hour, 7-day Global Customer Service Support Center, training and on-site repair, and a 10-year warranty. Call your nearest Dynatech sales office for more information on the routing system everyone is smiling about.
the appropriate tools, along with cash for parts, were sent to Miami.

In getting data to and from the remote site, it was found that the computers created some problems because the newsroom computers locked up too frequently. However, the fax and cellular phones worked well. A rundown sheet was prepared and faxed daily to help coordinate the live feeds with the regularly scheduled newscasts. For cell phones, KFMB-TV negotiated with a local supplier for phones to take to Miami. A special rate was negotiated using ROAM service, which was less than renting the phones in Miami.

In getting the remote feeds on the air, including the remote newscasts from Miami, it was necessary for crews to wear many different hats and work long hours. The news photographers also took on different tasks, helping with audio, running on-air cameras and serving in whatever manner they could. Back in San Diego, engineering put in plenty of extra hours getting ready for yet another home remote — a welcome home parade for the Chargers.

**Back on the home front**

In the studios in San Diego, the existing IFB system was insufficient to get the job done, so additional units were rented. The audio board was reconfigured so that submixers B, C and D fed out all separate mix minuses into the IFB system, which was tied to phone couplers for the remote feeds in Miami, San Francisco and/or Los Angeles. A rented framestore/synchronizer was assigned through video patchbay to the Miami remote. Existing framstores were used for the satellite feeds on an as-needed basis. To address lip-sync problems, an audio frame synchronizer was put into service and made available to the audio operator in San Diego.

The ENG van covered the return of the Chargers at the airport and microwaved the feeds back to the studios. This signal went to a rotatable antenna at the station's transmitter site. Unfortunately, a week prior to the broadcast, it was discovered that the antenna was inoperable. Thankfully, Broadcast Microwave Services, Inc., a local manufacturer of antennas and receivers, offered the station a loaner. The antenna was quickly put into service, and the remote proceeded without incident. A second van was placed at the parade staging area, and it was used to cover various interviews of the Chargers and staff, which were also microwaved back to the KFMB-TV studios.

Half of the news crew and a major complement of equipment was still in Miami when the time came for the welcome home parade. Because of this, a 5-camera remote truck was rented. One camera was posted on a cherry picker overlooking the parade, one was roving in the crowd and the others were used to shoot the news talent on the reviewing platform, as well as the parade. We provided the camera people, and the rental company provided the audio and video operator as well as setting up and tearing down the remote.

The local telco was contacted to get the parade feed back to the studios. Telco provided a combination of fiber-optics and microwave. Because the telco was unable to provide a fiber-optic drop where it was needed, the signal was microwaved to a drop site and went on fiber the rest of the way.

Meanwhile, in San Francisco, a reporter was covering the fans' reaction to the Forty-Niners' victory. This provided another microwave feed into the KFMB-TV studios.

After it was over, it was time for debriefing and discussions regarding potential areas of improvement. San Diego is reifying itself for the '96 Republican National Convention and will host the Super Bowl in 1998. Frequency coordination will be a top priority for these events as numerous crews descend upon San Diego. Having this recent experience, the station was able to evaluate its current capabilities and will be well prepared for these upcoming events.

---

John D. Weigand is director of engineering for KFMB-TV, San Diego, and the SRF frequency coordination chairperson for San Diego County. Respond via the SRF FAXback line at 913-987-1905 or via E-mail to bellminemc.com or by CompuServe at 7/4672.3124
Introducing Our New Single Tube 40kW-60kW System. High Efficiency With High Reliability.

If you're considering a new 40kW to 60kW UHF television transmitter, Acrodyne has exciting news! The success of our tetrode equipped water-cooled transmitters from 10kW to 30kW output has spurred the development and introduction of a new transmitter featuring a Diacrode® (double-ended tetrode) capable of producing up to 60kW in common amplification using just one tube.

Our high efficiency tetrode transmitters perform superbly and are the lowest cost transmitters to operate and maintain. The tetrode is the most linear UHF amplifying device type and, combined with our high-end TR Series exciter and "super linear" solid state driver, makes it an excellent choice today and ideal for future digital broadcasting. Water-cooled tetrodes have routinely exceeded 20,000 hours of life. The Diacrode, constructed of the same grid material and similar, yet improved cooling system, will meet and exceed these life times.

If you have concerns over the reliability of other high efficiency transmitters, or their complexity, or their cost to operate, consider the Acrodyne alternatives—Diacrode and tetrode transmitters. All Acrodyne high power transmitters are built and fully tested at our factory in Blue Bell, Pennsylvania.
Evaluating low-light camera performance

Specifications reveal little about actual performance unless they are properly defined.

There is no industry-accepted quantitative definition of minimum illumination. Nevertheless, the minimum illumination for many cameras is highlighted in advertising. Numbers such as 2 lux are specified, often accompanied by statements such as “takes pictures in almost total darkness.” This practice pervades markets from consumer through the industrial to the professional, with consumer camera specifications taking the greatest liberty in stretching any reasonable definition of minimum illumination. This article looks at low-light performance and color reproduction of 3-CCD cameras used for professional video applications.

Knowns and unknowns

Qualitatively, minimum illumination is defined as the scene illumination measured in lux that is required to give out a certain IRE level at standard TV frame rates. This is done at maximum camera gain and maximum lens aperture. Maximum lens aperture is the smallest f-stop, typically f/1.4 for 3/4-inch cameras and f/1.7 for 1/2-inch cameras. Rarely specified, but reasonably assumed, is a scene reflectance of 89.9%, color temperature = 3,200°K, gamma on (≈ 0.45) and auto knee off. Until recently, maximum camera gain was typically 18dB, but higher electronic gains (24dB and 30dB) are becoming more common.

The large unknown is the output IRE level used to specify minimum illumination. This level varies between manufacturers and varies for a given manufacturer between its broadcast, professional, industrial and consumer divisions. (See Table 1.) Posing the question to its engineering departments leads to evasive or uncertain replies. The numbers quoted can depend on who you talk to. The dividing line between EFP, ENG and high-end industrial cameras can be fuzzy, so accuracy is not guaranteed. The last column in Table 1 gives the factor by which the quoted minimum illumination should be multiplied to standardize to 100IRE output (auto knee off).

Minimum illumination claims can be rapidly inflated by reducing the required IRE out. This is because of the shape of the camera gain or gamma curve. Although most cameras quote a gamma of 0.45, the theoretical curve (see Figure 1) may not be followed exactly. Black compression may be used to reduce noise at low light inputs. This can also upset color balance. (For more information, see “CCD Camera Technology,” Broadcast Engineering, July 1993.)

Auto knee circuits are used to compress dynamic range at high light inputs. Gamma is sometimes decreased to ~0.35 in high gain settings to give increased gain at low IRE values. Figure 1 also shows a measured response for a current model ENG camera at 18dB gain (auto knee off) where it may be seen that some black compression has been implemented. Examination of the gamma curve shows that if 7.5 lux is required to give 100IRE out, then only 1.5 lux would be required to give ~50IRE. Thus, a camera specified to have a minimum illumination of 1.5 lux at 50IRE out is no more sensitive than a camera quoted at 7.5 lux for 100IRE out.

The most sensible way to define a minimum illumination specification is to require a specified IRE out at some level below where auto knee switches in (e.g. 70IRE) and to quote the associated signal to noise (S/N). The lesson here is that minimum illumination specifications should be ignored unless IRE out is specified. In fact, the camera's sensitivity specification is far more meaningful, because it allows you to quickly calculate the lux required to give 100IRE out at maximum gain and maximum lens aperture.

Sensitivity is normally defined as the lens f-stop

Continued on page 51
The Legend Continues.

The Old Standard.
Our M267 Mixer is more than the best selling mixer of the last ten years. It's the most versatile, the most durable, and the best performing. You trust it in your rack – you trust it on the road. And while production environments have changed, your mixer remained the same. Until now.

The New Standard.
Our new M367 Portable Mixer gives you all the reliability and durability of the M267, plus a list of new features and improvements. We made it over 25 dB quieter with a low noise circuit — ideal for digital formats. We added two more mic line inputs, bringing the total to six. We added peak LEDs. And we gave it 12 and 48-volt phantom power for your condenser mics.

What we didn't change was its toughness. It's still made with a rugged all-metal chassis and manufactured in the USA with legendary Shure durability.

The New Features.
Without increasing the size, we were able to pack in dozens of new features and improvements. The M367 has all the features of the M267, plus:
- Input peak LEDs
- Detachable power cord
- Two XLR outputs
- Easy-access side battery compartment
- Headphone monitor circuit
- Output peak/limiter LED
- Balanced, 2-position mix bus
- Adjustable limiter threshold
- Battery/AC VU meter illumination
- Monitor input sensitivity selector
- Program/monitor input selector

With the Shure M367 mixer, we've just raised the standards. It's time you raised yours.

For The Shure Dealer Nearest You, Call 1-800-25-SHURE.
Standing by.

You have confidence in the reliability of your tube cameras. You count on their high resolution, low lag and the exceptional picture producing quality. Shouldn't you count on the best replacement tube for your cameras? Philips wants you to know we are standing by with a complete line of the best replacement camera tubes in the industry.

By providing replacement tubes for the world's most popular cameras we have earned a reputation for uncompromising quality products and customer support. So when you are standing by ready for broadcast, have confidence in your equipment. Know that Philips is standing by with the camera tubes you need now and in the future.

Philips Components, 100 Providence Pike, Slatersville, Rhode Island 02876, USA. Tel: +1-401-762-3800, Fax: +1-401-767-4493.

Philips Components, Prof. Holstaan Postbox WAG-04 5656 AA Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Tel: +31 40 742191, Fax: +31 40 744090.
Philips is standing by with replacement Plumbicon® tubes for all of these broadcast cameras.

Philips/BTS | Ikegami
---|---
LDK14 | HK302
LDK25 | HK312
LDK26 | HK322
LDK5 | HK323
LDK54 | HK327
LDK6 | HK357
Sony |
BVP30 | HL77
BVP300 | HL79
BVP330 | HL83
BVP350 | HL95
BVP360 | ITC730AP
RCA | SC500P
TK44 | TKC970
TK45 | Ampex
TK46 | BCC10
TK47 | BCC20
TK76 | BCC21
TK760 | JVC
TK86 | KY320
Hitachi | KY950
SK97 | Sharp
SK970/D | XC900
SK110/D | XCB20P
Thomson | Fernseh
MC601 | KCK40
MC701 | KCM125
TTV1515 | KCR40
TTV1624 | KCU40

If you have a camera not listed above, please call.

required to give 100IRE out for 2,000 lux scene illumination. This is done with 0dB gain, 89.9% reflectance, color temperature = 3,200K, gamma on, black compression (if applicable) off and auto knee off. For example, if a camera with an f/1.4 lens and +18dB maximum gain has a quoted sensitivity of f/8/0.2,000 lux (0dB), this is equivalent to f/1.4/62.5 lux (0dB) or to f/1.4/7.8 lux (+18dB). The 2,000 lux standard is decreased by a factor of two for each f-stop decrease and a factor of two for every 6dB increase of electronic gain. Therefore, 7.8 lux is the camera's minimum illumination for 100IRE out or 3.2 lux for 70IRE out (based on a gamma of .45).

Higher electronic gains (24dB and 30dB) decrease minimum illumination but increase noise. Even though gains above 18dB may give objectionably noisy pictures in some applications, it is certainly desirable to have this capability. Integration techniques decrease the minimum illumination required while actually increasing SN. The integration may be spatial or temporal. For example, horizontal binning of two pixels can give a 6dB (factor of 2) gain in sensitivity at low light levels. The additional sensitivity is achieved at the cost of decreased horizontal resolution, not only because of the binning, but also because the spatial offset technique for increasing resolution is defeated. Time integration is also possible, and some industrial and consumer cameras have the ability to integrate on the chip to increase sensitivity at low light levels. This increased sensitivity is achieved at the cost of decreased temporal resolution. Both of these techniques can be combined, but currently this is only implemented on scientific cameras. Future DSP camera design has the potential to make this dual integration technique available for professional cameras.

Electronic noise
So far, we have neglected the question of noise. The quality of the video pictures at low light levels depends on the associated noise. A noise figure should also be quoted with any useful minimum illumination specification. We can start to estimate noise from the SNR specification for the camera. This is defined as full video output (100IRE) divided by the root mean square (rms) noise at 0dB gain with the lens capped. You have to be careful with this specification because it can be misleading. It is not usually stated that the noise is measured with gamma off, bandwidth reduced to ~4.2MHz (“weighted bandwidth” approximating the aperture response of the human eye) and sometimes with a reduced pedestal level (SIRE instead of 7.5IRE). Figure 1 shows that small IRE levels typical of noise are reduced by a factor of about two to five when gamma is off (~1). Thus, if a 3-CCD camera is specified as having SNR = 60dB (0dB gain), this is equivalent to 42dB (18dB gain) with gamma off and ~36dB with gamma on (which it always is for normal camera operation). If the camera has a +24dB gain position, then SN levels would be reduced an additional 6dB. Because of lower sensitivity and less sophisticated electronic circuitry, single-CCD cameras have SNR figures of 45 to 50dB (0dB gain) or 24dB (18dB gain, gamma on). These figures illustrate the deviousness of specifications that define noise with gamma off and reduced bandwidth to derive an SNR figure.

In reality, actual noise is less than this simple conversion above would indicate due to noise-reduction techniques implemented at high
gain and low IRE levels. Black compression reduces gain in the low IRE output region and also reduces noise. Hard black clips can reduce noise 50% at low IRE by clipping the black level. Bandwidth is almost always reduced when the camera is at high gain, reducing noise at the expense of resolution. Recent DSP cameras have introduced digital noise-reduction techniques that work by either comparing and differencing consecutive video fields, thus introducing a lag effect or by performing adjacent pixel comparisons within a single video field, causing some decrease in resolution. The degree of implementation of such techniques is never specified quantitatively, making it impossible to use published specifications to decide the lowest light level that will give an acceptable picture. Also, acceptable pictures are actually based on an individual value judgment and always depend on the application.

One other comment on noise is in order: rms noise is specified, but a better measure is peak-to-peak noise, which by definition is some six times the rms noise level. What peak-to-peak noise level might be expected from a typical camera operating near its minimum illumination level? The above example at 18dB gain gives an S/N of 42dB with gamma off, translating to a noise amplitude of 0.8IRE rms (100/27) or 5IRE peak-to-peak. Actual noise amplitude with gamma on will be higher, and the final value depends on the implementation of noise-reduction techniques.

**Photon noise**

The discussion of noise has only considered electronic noise sources. This is primarily readout noise and its amplitude is a function of the quality of the CCD and the quality of the camera electronics. At extremely low light levels, photon noise (or “shot” noise) also becomes a factor. This is simply statistical noise in the (small) number of electrons generated per pixel. If the number of electrons generated in a CCD pixel in a TV frame time is N, then the photon noise is \( \sqrt{N} \), making the SN, N\(\sqrt{N} = \sqrt{N} \). The calculation is somewhat complex, but take for example 3 lux at f/1.4 and a typical 1/2-inch CCD. At normal TV frame rates, the rms photon SN will be about 33dB. The actual noise amplitude depends on the camera output from 3 lux. For example, for a camera giving 100IRE for 7.5 lux at f/1.4 with 18dB gain, 3 lux gives 37IRE output (above pedestal) with gamma off. The rms photon noise at 33dB SN would be 0.8IRE rms (37/2.5), or 5IRE peak-to-peak, which is the same level as the electronic noise discussed above. In fact, for this example, photon noise begins to exceed electronic noise at all f-stops and camera gains for IRE output levels of -37IRE (gamma off) or -60IRE (gamma on) and limits the real SN of the video signal near full output to ~47dB.

Integration techniques used to increase sensitivity (spatial binning and/or time integration) also increase SN. Pixel binning combines signal and random noise from two pixels, and time integration combines signal and random noise from two fields. Either technique will give an output signal of 2N (an extra 6dB) with the associated noise level (\(\sqrt{2N}\)) increased by only 3dB, thus SN increases by 3dB.

This is exactly what is claimed by JVC for its pixel-binning LoLux mode. Panasonic's Super High Gain and Night-Eye modes are similar.
Cable Professionals Only:
Leader Makes Your Wish List A Reality

- **Spectrum Analyzer**
  Covers 5 to 1030 MHz from narrow bandwidth to full span. A variable marker indicates digital readout of designated frequency and level.

- **Multi-Channel Display**
  Auto Channel Search sets up to 128 channel bargraphs. A variable marker has digital readouts of designated channel, frequency and level.

- **Single Channel Display**
  Digital readouts include CH number, visual or sound carrier, assigned frequency, signal level and dual analog bargraphs.

- **C/N Measurement**
  Measures the RF carrier level to system noise ratio to 50 dB range.

- **HUM Measurement**
  Verifies FCC POP does not exceed 3% p-p of visual signal level.

- **POC 24-Hour Tests**
  Unattended tests can be set for recall, measurement, data-logging and storage.

- **Stability Mode**
  Measures the min/max visual signal level to insure it doesn't exceed the FCC limit.

- **Digital AC/DC Voltmeter**
- **Visual to Sound Ratio**
- **Visual to NICAM Ratio**
- **Display on PC via RS-232C**
- **Printouts Graphic and/or List**
- **Speaker with Volume Control**
- **Field Replaceable F Connector**
- **50 Customized Preset Program Memories**
- **512 Data Memories Maximum**
- **EPROM lookup charts include Std HIS, Std EIA, HRC EIA and IRC EIA**
- **dBm, dBmV, dBuV, dBuVF Eng Units**
- **Full Duplex Remote Control**
- **Peak or Average Detection and Max Hold Mode**
- **Switchable Backlight Display**
- **12.5 and 25 kHz Offsets**
- **Sleep Modes**

**NEW**

Cable TV Spectrum Meter Model 953

Optional Printer

Call toll-free
1 800 645-5104
In NY State
516 231-6900

Leader Instruments Corporation, 380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices: Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Atlanta. In Canada call Omnitrionx Ltd., 416 828-6221
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The Plumbicon tube

In the early days of television, all cameras relied on tube technology for image pickup. They were typically equipped with image iconoscopes, image orthicons or vidicons as the pickup tube devices. Unfortunately, the iconoscopes and orthicons were large and cumbersome. They also had low sensitivity and therefore required a tremendous amount of studio lighting. Their use for color television was almost impossible. The vidicon had other shortcomings — non-linear response, a long lag time and a tendency to retain images.

An early solution to these problems was the Plumbicon camera tube developed by Philips. Because of its similarity to vidicon tubes, it is also known as a lead-oxide vidicon. The Plumbicon was first used in the late 1950s.

How do they work?
The image is focused on the tube's glass faceplate, which has a coating of conducting oxide such as SnO. The lead oxide, although continuous, consists of a portion that is p-type, a region of intrinsic PbO, and a layer of n-type lead oxide. The unit acts as a reversed bias p-n junction. The design limits any leakage or noise current (dark current). An additional benefit is that the tube is also relatively insensitive to temperature fluctuations.

The lead oxide layer consists of randomly oriented micro-single-crystals creating a large effective surface area, which increases the tube's sensitivity. Because lead oxide is a photoconductor, electron-hole pairs are generated in proportion to the amount of incident light. As the electron beam is scanned across the faceplate, an analog signal representing the electrical equivalent of the optical image is extracted.

Many stations still rely on tube technology in their studio cameras. For some, it may be preferable to consider the advantages of replacing camera tubes rather than having to buy new cameras. Tube cameras produce excellent images and are currently capable of producing more than 2,400-line resolution. Additional improvements include good highlight handling, large signal-to-noise ratio, and low output capacitance. Thus, the Plumbicon is well-suited for use in HDTV applications. Be sure you consider all the options when looking at new studio cameras.

Acknowledgment: Material provided by Philips Components, Stateville, RI.

Extend Your Serial Digital Signal with GEPCO VSD2001

Gepco’s Video Serial Digital cable outperforms traditional precision video cable because it has a larger center conductor and dielectric which means lower attenuation at higher frequencies. This enables you to make longer cable runs.

The RG6 Type VSD2001 is suitable for all serial digital applications, post production, TV studios and HDTV. It is a stock item available in bulk lengths, various colors and can be connectorized and custom-cut to your length requirements. All Gepco cable is made in the U.S.A.

1-800-966-0069
Ask your sales representative for a VSD2001 sample.

Gepco Cable - Innovators in Audio/Stereo Solutions
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Hear Digital Here

Digital-to-analog conversion now inside Wohler 1U and 2U powered stereo monitors.

EMBEDDED AUDIO IN SERIAL DIGITAL VIDEO - Serial Digital Audio Extractor (SDAE) strips embedded audio from serial digital video signal and converts it to AES/EBU format.

AES/EBU DIGITAL INPUT - Accepts AES/EBU signal from SDAE or other external source and converts to analog.

SEE DIGITAL HERE

AES/EBU LEVEL METERING MODULES - 1 to 10 stereo channels in 1U, "Mix & match" digital and analog metering modules in the same unit.

AND SWITCH DIGITAL TOO!

AES/EBU ROUTING SWITCHERS - 8 x 1 to 16 x 2 in one rack space.

Complete digital audio solutions from...

Wohler Technologies
Distributed Audio Monitoring Systems
713 Grandview Drive, San Francisco, CA 94080
(415) 589-5676 / FAX (415) 589-1355
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Solid. Metal.

The 3M™ BC-Metal Betacam SP™ Videocassette. A positive force that delivers nothing short of a picture-perfect image. A solid performer. One try and you'll see the attraction. Call 1-800-752-0732.
The Bottom Line: 

The FCC has proposed new rules that will simplify and otherwise affect the regulation of broadcast towers. This new process should save the commission and the industry significant time and money. The author of this article originally suggested these changes to the commission, and he then led the team that developed the proposed new regulations.

On Jan. 12, 1995, the FCC adopted a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), WT Docket No. 95-5, which proposes to streamline the commission’s antenna-structure clearance process. The proposed process will replace the current clearance procedures (which apply to all licensees and permittees) with a uniform registration process for all tower owners.

As part of this proceeding and in keeping with updated recommendations by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the FCC proposes to revise Part 17 of its rules titled “Construction, Marking and Lighting of Antenna Structures.” The commission further proposes to revise applicable sections of its rules, making antenna structure owners primarily responsible for the maintenance of obstruction marking and lighting (OML). The FCC believes that these proposals will simplify and expedite the processing of authorizations involving FAA coordination. It is anticipated that a Report and Order (R&O) on this matter will be adopted sometime this year.

For this article, the terms antenna structure and tower are interchangeable. These terms refer to any structure that is an antenna or has an antenna mounted on it and is subject to FCC rules.

The tower standardization concept

In processing thousands of applications over the years, it became obvious to the FCC staff that there were parts of the processing system in need of improvement. For example, it was inefficient to have so many different forms and procedures, depending on which service and bureau you were dealing with, for getting a tower approved by the FCC. The regulation of a tower structure should be essentially the same whether there is a broadcast antenna or a cellular antenna on it.

Another unnecessary bureaucratic complication involved towers with multiple users — which applies to the vast majority of towers. If a tower owner wants to increase the height of a multi-use tower, all broadcast licensees on the tower must file construction permits and license applications to reflect the increased height of the tower even though there is no change to their transmitting facilities.

(See 47 CFR Section 73.1690(b)(1) titled “Modification of Transmission Systems.”)

In 1992, a call came from the FCC’s chairman for ideas on streamlining operations. The idea of tower standardization was proposed, and shortly thereafter, it was approved for action. An 8-member team was assembled for the project comprised of staff from the commission’s Private Radio, Common Carrier, Field Operations and Mass Media Bureaus. The team’s members had more than 153 years of FCC experience. They were selected because they knew the processes and systems involved and would be willing to identify pieces of the puzzle that could be improved.

Objectives and opportunities

The tower standardization project is only one of many self-improvement processes that the FCC has undertaken. These team-based projects all use similar problem-solving techniques with the following goals:

1. Find permanent solutions to problems rather than “band-aid” fixes;
2. Build quality into FCC processes; and
3. Improve customer service.

The first step of the problem-solving process is to create an opportunity statement. This statement focuses the team on a specific goal by describing exactly what results a given process is currently producing and what more desirable results it could be producing.

With respect to improving the antenna-clearance procedures, the team developed this opportunity statement: “Reduce the additional time to process requests for changes in coordinates, height and OML involving existing antenna structures from 32 to 10 days.”

Magnitude of requests

It is important to note the number of requests that the commission receives. These requests are applications and notifications. For instance, in the Mass Media Bureau, changes in tower coordinates or height require an application, while a change in OML requires a notification. In either case, an authorization should be issued.

In 1993, the Mass Media Bureau received 3,468 such applications and 540 notifications. In the Common Carrier Bureau, there were 1,404 applications,
No system too small... No system too large.

Datatek's Routing Switchers.

Meeting the needs of every broadcaster...and every budget.

At Datatek, we've been supplying leading-edge routing switchers for large and small broadcast systems for over 25 years. That tradition continues with our newest additions, the D-2800 and D-2600 series. These new switchers support all signal formats: serial digital video, AES/EBU digital audio, data, analog video, analog audio, and time code.

The D-2800 and D-2600 also deliver a number of other advantages:

- Total Upgradability—Each switcher uses a common control system, so the smaller D-2600 can be integrated into the larger D-2800 system...when you're ready.
- You can mix formats and levels...in the same rack frame
- An advanced virtual tally system
- Serial digital video to 400 Mb/s and auto equalizing and relocking

Datatek, the routing switcher company that's been ahead of the pack for 25 years.

For more information, please call or Fax: Datatek Corporation
1121 Bristol Road, Mountainside, NJ 07092
Tel: 908-654-8100 • 1-800-882-9100 • Fax: 908-232-6381
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while in the Private Radio Bureau, there were 11,496 applications. The Field Operations Bureau conducted 1,296 investigations involving existing antenna structures during 1993.

The cost of poor quality
Because of the proliferation of antenna structures in the United States in the last 10 years, methods and procedures at the FCC that were once workable have become inefficient and cumbersome. One of the textbook definitions of the cost of poor quality (COPQ) is that it can cause a significant drain on resources and can have a strong negative impact on how customers view the services or products of the organization. The COPQ can also demonstrate the potential for savings or redirection of effort to more productive tasks.

The team assessed the COPQ involving its four bureaus. This cost was calculated at the rate of one worker-hour per request, multiplied by the number of requests, multiplied by the average salary of the worker. In the Field Operations Bureau (now known as the Compliance and Information Bureau), the cost was calculated at the rate of eight wasted hours for any investigation that involved antenna-structure data. Total FCC cost was calculated at approximately $500,000 per year. The staff also informally surveyed six engineering consulting firms, who estimated that their total expenditures for preparing multiple-application filings involving the same antenna structure exceeded $320,000 per year. Overall savings from the streamlining of tower registration processes could therefore approach $1 million dollars annually.

Root causes
The team considered 24 possible root causes for these inefficiencies. This number was reduced to the following six dominant issues:
1. Different coordination methods between the FCC bureaus in Washington, DC, and the Support Services Branch (SSB) in Gettysburg, PA;
2. The inefficient method for modifying FCC tower data and advising (multiple) licensees;
3. Different rules from bureau to bureau for accepting tower information changes;
4. Multiple applications due to any redefinition of coordinates or increase in tower height at multiple-use sites;
5. The difficulty or impossibility of accessing merge data from different FCC databases due to inconsistent tower data; and
6. The lack of uniform information in tower authorizations (e.g., coordinates, height and OML).

Eventually, one primary root cause was identified: Each bureau has a different method regarding coordination with the SSB in Gettysburg. For example, the team found that different forms, procedures and even different units of measure (e.g., meters vs. feet) are used. To address this, the team recommended that the agency adopt a commission-wide uniform procedure for authorizing changes in tower height, coordinates and OML involving existing antenna structures.

Multiple-use antenna structures
The FCC has determined that there is an average of 12 licensees per antenna structure. Currently, each of these licensees' authorization must be modified whenever the tower owner changes the height or OML.

The commission, however, is not consistent in how it processes these changes. Some licensees will automatically receive a modified authorization without submitting an application. Others will receive a notification indicating that their tower parameters have changed, and they must file an application to modify their authorization. Still others will receive nothing at all, but are nonetheless responsible for obtaining a modified license. This can result in individual licensees having different OML specifications on their respective autho-

---

**Audio Level Indicators**

These high-quality audio level meters give you near-spec performance at a very favorable price. Rugged, space-efficient core magnet design with built-in suspension is ideal for broadcast or recording equipment in studio, stage, or location applications. Dials are buff and readable markings. Styles are available for front- or back-of-panel mounting, with and without bezels. Request catalog today.

**PPM Indicators**

Selco offers the professional audio designer VU meters that meet the full requirements of ANSI C16.5-1954, and PPM indicators that conform to ITU-R 618-6 and 618-16. Specifications: 0-60. Select from European, European and BBC specs. A variety of styles, sizes and mounting arrangements. Attractive OEM discounts. Request full-color brochure today.
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It's here. The TASCAM DA-P1. The ideal portable DAT for field recording in broadcast applications.

You need a durable and high-quality DAT recorder for your team to take into the field. You'll get higher quality digital audio, plus be able to dump it to a digital audio workstation for quick and easy editing. That's why TASCAM makes the DA-P1. It has the features demanded by broadcast professionals. Things like XLR-type XICXLINE inputs with phantom power so you can use a wide range of microphones and input devices. A 20dB pad, and a versatile easy-to-read display. But field reporters and production personnel will love the DA-P1's extended life 2-hour battery that recharges in just 1½ hours.

If you can get the DA-P1 back from your field personnel, you'll find it performs outstanding in the studio, too.

With a built-in SPDIF direct digital I/O, it integrates with DAWs, and other digital gear. Also, it supports multiple sample rates (48, 44.1 and 32 kHz) and utilizes next-generation A/D and D/A converters delivering studio-DAT quality sound.

Standard accessories include a shoulder belt, AC adapter and battery — carrying case optional.

So if you're torn between a new recorder for the field, or a DAT for the "B" suite, think no more. Pick up a DA-P1. You get the best of both worlds. In fact, once you get your hands on a DA-P1, you may want to buy two. So get to your dealer today and order your new portable DAT from TASCAM.
rizations for the same tower.

Instead of modifying each licensee’s authorization, a better approach might be to make one party — the tower owner — responsible for tower information and OML. To understand the changes that this method would bring about, consider first the current process:
The FAA requires notification prior to construction for all structures more than 200 feet above ground level (AGL) or if they intrude into airspace and pose a hazard to air navigation. These structures include tall buildings, water towers, silos and antenna towers.

After such notification, the FAA then conducts an air-hazard study or determination on the proposal and recommends steps, such as painting and lighting, to prevent airspace obstructions from threatening the safety of flight. Legally, the FAA determinations are non-binding recommendations.

Statutory authority has been given only to the FCC to enact and enforce regulations relating to antenna towers. The Communications Act directs the FCC to ensure that antenna towers are properly lighted and marked. The FCC relies heavily on the FAA’s recommendations, however, and normally issues OML requirements to its licensees accordingly.

To understand the scale of the problem, consider the following statistics. There are approximately 500,000 antenna towers in the United States. Only 14% of these (70,000 towers) require obstruction marking and/or lighting. But, as stated previously, each of these towers holds an average of 12 licensees, so under present rules and procedures, some 850,000 licensees are affected by OML requirements.

With all this in mind, the tower registration team proposed a solution, which was eventually incorporated into the current NPRM.

Recommendations

To provide standardized information on towers and tower owners, a unified, commission-wide process for antenna structure registration was proposed.

The FCC’s Support Services Branch in Gettysburg will create a database of towers and owners that can be used as a cross-reference for all licensees on that tower. Each tower required to have OML will receive a unique registration number. This is in keeping with changes to Section 303(q) of the Communications Act, which makes tower owners responsible for tower painting and lighting. This new procedure will reduce the number of responsible parties from 850,000 licensees to 70,000 tower owners.

This means that tower owners will be primarily responsible for tower painting and lighting. They will have to perform the initial coordination with the FAA by filing FAA Form 7460-1. Once an FAA determination is received, the tower owners must then file a revised FCC Form 854 (Application for Antenna Structure Registration) with the FCC’s Support Services Branch in Gettysburg. After the SSB clears the tower, it will issue FCC Form 854R (Antenna Structure Registration). This document will contain the unique antenna-structure registration number, which will be good for the life of the tower. The tower owner will be required to provide a copy of the Form 854R to all existing and prospective tenant licensees. Applicants needing FAA clearance for a new license on an existing tower will only have to refer to the tower’s registration number when submitting an application.

This new process will reduce the number of filings and expedite routine clearances and minor change applications. For example, corrections to coordinates, changes in the tower height or changes to OML will not require that each licensee on the tower submit a license modification to incorporate the changes.

The new system will improve reliability and consistency of tower data. Numerous entries for the same tower lead to errors. Because the FCC will now collect information from only one source (the owner), there will be less
Once again, Fujinon proves they're masters in the art of studio lens technology.

Introducing the new Ah24X studio lens. When good enough, just isn't good enough.

No matter how far you look, you won't find a better performing studio production lens than Fujinon's Ah24X7ESM. It's simply the finest in the world.

This superb optical system employs Fujinon's most advanced lens technology, including the Floating Group Lens Assembly, a Fujinon exclusive and, until now, available only on Fujinon's state-of-the-art HDTV lenses. The Floating Group allows the Ah24X7ESM to deliver performance previously unachievable in a lens of this physical size. It's just one of the features that make the Ah24X7ESM the first choice when only exceptional performance is good enough.

For more information call, 1-800-553-6611
Absolutely everything you need to know about towers... design fabrication erection modification service insurance leasing...in one call 215-699-4871

Tower??? Stainless.

The likelihood of errors than the present system of collecting information from multiple sources. Another advantage of the new process will be improved consistency of OML at multiple-use tower sites. FCC rules for changing antenna-structure information also will be consistent. The new process will enhance the commission's service to its broadcast customers by way of its “one-stop shopping” approach.

As a part of this changeover, the FCC also will provide access for the first time to a unified database open to all who wish to use it. Tower ownership information will be available to the public, FCC field inspectors and the FAA. For structures previously cleared, applications will not be delayed due to hold-ups in antenna-clearance procedures. But perhaps the biggest overall improvement will be the time and money saved by the commission and the industry at large.

The commission's proposal

In summary, the NPRM proposes to establish the following processes:
1. Create a whole new system for registering antenna structures;
2. Implement a single, commission-wide procedure;
3. Eliminate the filing of applications at multiple-use sites when the only change to the structure is height or OML;
4. Create a new tower database accessible to all commission staff, including Compliance and Information Bureau field offices, other government agencies (such as the FAA) and the public;
5. Adopt a revised FCC Form 854, titled “Application for Antenna Structure Registration,” which all tower owners will be required to file;
6. Adopt and issue FCC Form 854R, titled “Antenna Structure Registration.” This form will include a new “Notification of Antenna Structure Completion or Disposal,” which will be mailed back to the FCC to keep the database accurate;
7. Revise and unify all bureaus' application forms regarding towers; and
8. Create a phase-in period for the new system.

Benefits

The enactment of this proposed regulation is expected to achieve the following results:
1. The FCC will save $500,000 per year, and private industry will save at least $321,000 per year;
2. There will be less delay when processing routine minor changes at the FCC, therefore, improving service to its customers; and
3. Coordination between the FCC's Support Services Branch in Gettysburg and the application processing branches in Washington, DC, will be streamlined.

The end result of this effort will prove that people with good ideas working together can make a difference.

Robert D. Greenberg is the assistant chief of the FM Branch at the Federal Communications Commission, Washington, DC. Respond via the REAXback line at 913-397-1905 or via e-mail to beintertec.com or by CompuServe at 74672,3124.

Photo courtesy of TowerCom, Ft. Lauderdale, FL.
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Editor's note: The opinions expressed by the author are not necessarily those of the Federal Communications Commission.

Control 10 latching relays and check 10 logic-level inputs from any touch-tone phone. User determined access code. Just $339.00

9.5" x 2.5" x 1"

NEW!

Remote Control By Telephone

CONEX ELECTRO SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 1342 Bellingham, WA 98227
1-800-645-1061
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DISCOVER THE NEW POTENTIAL IN BARCO'S GROWING MONITOR FAMILY

BARCO's standard, yet flexible, CVM 3000 Series broadcast monitors offer the highest quality broadcast solution for any application. be it viewing, control or master control. Its full interchangeability of boards and its easy to use set-up commands and menus quickly put you in control. The CVM Series allows you to customize your monitor solution based on: size, resolution or input. All CVM 3000 monitors support multiple standards and formats as well as accommodating optional serial digital component inputs.

4:3 and 16:9 scan formats
with guaranteed equal light output for both over and underscan.

Multistandard by design
BARCO's broadcast monitors have been designed to cover every known color standard. The relevant standard can be displayed on-screen.

Backlit keyboard
Push button control adjustments let you feel and see what you are doing. On-screen menus help for easy set-up.

VITC and Source ID
keep you informed on each frame and show the source displayed.

Automatic illegal color detection
when equipped with the optional digital 10-bit decoder.

Barco, Inc.
1000 Cobb Place Boulevard
Kennesaw, GA 30144
Tel: (404) 590-7900
Fax: (404) 590-8836
Differential gain in an antenna was considered to be the difference in the gain at a particular frequency to that at the visual carrier. For older antennas, this value could be several decibels. This was primarily caused by differences in the vertical pattern across the band. Examples have been shown where the beam tilt is as much as 0.8° different between visual and aural carriers. For ATV, that would mean that the receive signal levels may vary several decibels between the upper and lower ends of the TV channel.

If the vertical beam shape is significantly different across the channel (meaning that the beam tilt changes with frequency), a new problem will result. When the antenna moves in the wind, the signal at the receiver will not change uniformly at all frequencies. Although AGC will attempt to control the signal levels, the result may well be an increase in the bit error rate (BER) in portions of the channel. The result at the further limits of the coverage area would be loss of the picture during one portion of the antenna sway with its return on a different portion of the sway. This can be controlled somewhat by proper tower design to maintain the antenna near vertical during tower movement. However, the differential gain and beam steering must be compensated for in the antenna design.

The NAB paper previously referenced demonstrates how reflections from adjacent structures impact the radiated pattern. In the example, the distance to the usable service contour varied by as much as 15 miles based on pattern distortions. It is noted that much of this variation can be compensated for by the equalizer at the receiver. However, while the equalizer can increase the gain at a given frequency or frequencies, the result is a decrease in the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). You can increase the gain but not without increasing the noise. This results in moving the system closer to the 15dB threshold increasing BER toward the failure point. At least this problem will be fairly constant, however. Although it will affect the distance to the coverage contour, it will not change from minute to minute.

The antenna system impedance also will have to be good across the entire band.

Designing a flameproof suit

The ATV antenna must have at least a 30dB return loss and the differential gain must be minimized. Reflections from adjacent structures also must be severely limited to obtain the desired coverage area. The return loss and gain must be handled in the antenna design, but should be checked by the user.

The matter of adjacent-structure pattern distortion can be predicted. The best way to do this is by modeling the antenna and mounting structure prior to construction. This allows the effects of the adjacent structure to be accurately determined. Various mounting configurations can be tried to find one that is optimum for the desired coverage area, as is often done for side-mounted FM antennas.

While significant, all of these factors can be handled and treated prior to the antenna construction. Remember, it's much easier to deal with a dragon on the ground than when it is breathing fire on top of your tower.

---
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For more information on HDTV antennas, circle (103) on Reply Card. See also "Antennas, Other," p. 82 of the BE Buyers Guide.
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**Frezzi Energy Systems**

A new Mini-Fill combined with the NP-1 battery holder and universal clamp. Ready to mount directly to your professional camera. Simply attach and plug in any NP-1 battery. The most cost effective on-camera professional light.
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**Frezzi NPX1 Battery**

Frezzi's NPX1 batteries are computer verified. They are compatible with all equipment that uses NP1 type batteries. Frezzi's NPX1 is readily fast chargable and has a high capacity eleven cell NiCd battery. This battery exceeds the running time of cameras even those with high lock out voltages. Overload protected via self resetting cut out, Frezzi's NPX1 is suited for use with Frezzi's latest advanced microcomputer controlled autoranging fast chargers.
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**Frezzi NP Bracket System**

The Frezzi NP Bracket System is a lightweight, easy-to-use, high-performance accessory designed to mount on the Sony NP battery box. When the Frezzi NP Bracket is attached, it enables a second NP battery to be mounted on the camera for powering a Frezzi Mini-Fill light. The advantage of this system is to allow the use of NP batteries to power both your light and camera without a side battery pack or external cables getting in the way. NP batteries are lightweight and relatively inexpensive. With the NP Bracket attached, the camera will easily fit into its carrying case. The Frezzi NP Bracket System is a perfect choice for camera operators to fully utilize their original supplied equipment by adding the Frezzi Mini-Fill quickly at minimum effort and cost.

Frezzi Electronics Inc. 5 Valley Street Hawthorne, NJ 07506
201-427-1160 Fax 201-427-0934 Orders 800-345-1030

---

**Frezzi MFIC Mini-Fill**

Frezzi's popular Mini-Fill light is now available with built-in dimmer control and has won Videomaker's product of the year award. The MFIC Mini-Fill with pulse width modulation, provides the performance of a 50 to 100 Watt light for added flexibility in different shooting environments.
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**Frezzi Sun Panel**

Today's most advanced and portable solar panel to date. The Frezzi Sun Panel is field tested and military qualified. Rugged, compact (9"x12"x6"), and lightweight (1.5 lbs). The Frezzi Sun Panel charges NP1's in 2 hours and will output 15 Watts of DC power in continuous sunlight. Adapter cables are available for all standard batteries.
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EVW-300 3-CCD Hi-3 Camcorder

- Equipped with three high density 1/3" IT CCDs, high resolution sensitivity of F/0.92 - 200 lux, high S/N of 60 dB, and delivers over 700 lines of horizontal resolution.
- Quick start (1.5 second) with a high sensitivity focus auto-gain, color bar generator. Also, quick-start recording - takes only 5.5 seconds to go from REC PRODCE to REC PRODCE in the field.
- Built-in 8mm Time Code generator records accurate addresses. (Either non-drop frame or drop frame mode may be selected) Furthermore the EVW-300 incorporates a variety of time code features such as Time Code PRESET/RESET, REC RUN/FREE Run and stills.
- A variety of automatic adjustment functions for different lighting conditions are incorporated into the EVW-300:
  - ATW - Auto Trace White Balance - when ATW is turned on, optimum balance is always achieved according to the light source. In ATW mode, white balance adjustment is still provided with the Auto White Balance.
  - AGC (Automatic Gain Control) - in addition to manual Gain, AGC provides gain up range of the 0 dB to 118 dB.
  - Intelligent AGC - for situations when the lights between the lighting and background are different (subject is underexposed) the Intelligent Auto AGC automatically measures the scene and adjusts the level for proper exposure.
- Selectable gain - from 0 to 118 in 1 dB steps for PIP and REC modes.
- Slow Scan mode - this function allows a variety of shutter speeds ranging from 60-1000 sec allowing recording of almost any computer display without flicker.
- Compact, lightweight (12 lbs with 1 Battery) design enhances portability and extra battery power strength.

Quick-Draw Professional for Camcorders or Stand Alone Cameras

The Quick Draw Camera Case provides a convenient way to carry and protect your camera on the go. It is compact and lightweight and can be attached directly to a camera.

Features:
- Heavy-duty shoulder strap and combination lock/strap hand grip.
- Quick-release clip makes it easy to attach to a bag or belt.
- 3 internal compartments allow for easy storage of accessories.
- Screws included for secure attachment to camera.

Gold Digital Pats

The Digital Pro Pac is the ultimate professional video battery and is recommended for all applications. The powerful Digital Pro Pac is designed to deliver long life and high performance even under high current loads and adverse conditions. The size and weight of the Digital Pro Pac creates perfect shoulder balance with all camcorders.

- Digital Pro Pac A: 14.4V 60 Watt Hours. 5 lbs. 2 hours to 27 volts.
- Digital Pro Pac B: 14.4V 90 Watt Hours. 5 lbs. 2 hours to 27 volts.
- Digital Pro Pac C: 14.4V 120 Watt Hours. 5 lbs. 2 hours to 27 volts.

Digital Compac Magnum

Extremely small and lightweight (almost the size and weight of a Pro Pac), the powerful Digital Compac Magnum still has more than twice the Ni-Cd AH capacity of a Pro Pac. The Digital Compac Magnum also has more than twice the internal resistance and increased life cycle. The Digital Compac Magnum is the professional choice for applications where size and weight are critical.

- Digital Compac Magnum A: 14.4V 43 Watt Hours. 2 lbs. 2 hours to 27 volts.
- Digital Compac Magnum B: 14.4V 64 Watt Hours. 2 lbs. 2 hours to 27 volts.
- Digital Compac Magnum C: 14.4V 94 Watt Hours. 2 lbs. 2 hours to 27 volts.

MP-40 Digital Fast Charger with LCD and Diagnostic Port

The MP-40 is designed to be used with all Sony Ni-Cd based camcorders. It also contains a diagnostic port which allows the user to check the battery status.

Vision SD 12 and SD 22

Pan and Tilt Heads with Serial Drag

Vision SD 12 and SD 22 are high-end pan and tilt systems that are compatible with a variety of Sony SD-Cameras. They are designed for use in professional and broadcast environments.

- Recorder and controller, allowing for remote control.
- High performance motors for smooth and precise movement.
- Dual fluid and lubricated system for increased durability.
- Advanced electronics for optimal performance.

Vision 12 Systems

All Vision 12 systems include XH243 5-1/4 dualland 5-1/4 HP and XH238 4-1/2 dualland 4-1/2 HP for broadcast and video production.

SD-12A System

- 3313-3 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 100mm bowl
- 3313-1 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl
- 3313-0 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl

Vision 22 Systems

All Vision 22 systems include 3522-3 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 100mm bowl and 3522-2 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 150mm bowl.

Vision 12A System

- 3313-3 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl
- 3313-2 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl
- 3313-1 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl

Vision 22A System

- 3522-3 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 100mm bowl
- 3522-2 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 100mm bowl
- 3522-1 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 150mm bowl

Vision Two Stage ENG and LT Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods

The Vision Two Stage ENG and LT Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods are lightweight and featureless. They are available with dual fluid head (Model V2S11) or the optional fluid head (Model V2S11F). Both models incorporate the latest advancements in ENG camera technology, including automatic and manual fluid control, and are fully compatible with the latest ENG cameras.

Vision 22-2 System

- 3313-3 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 100mm bowl
- 3313-2 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl
- 3313-1 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl

Vision 22A System

- 3522-3 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 100mm bowl
- 3522-2 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 150mm bowl
- 3522-1 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 150mm bowl

Vision SD 3 and SD 20

Pan and Tilt Heads with Serial Drag

Vision SD 3 and SD 20 are high-end pan and tilt systems that are compatible with a variety of Sony SD-Cameras. They are designed for use in professional and broadcast environments.

- Recorder and controller, allowing for remote control.
- High performance motors for smooth and precise movement.
- Dual fluid and lubricated system for increased durability.
- Advanced electronics for optimal performance.

Vision 12 Systems

All Vision 12 systems include XH243 5-1/4 dualland 5-1/4 HP and XH238 4-1/2 dualland 4-1/2 HP for broadcast and video production.

SD-12A System

- 3313-3 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 100mm bowl
- 3313-1 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl
- 3313-0 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl

Vision 22 Systems

All Vision 22 systems include 3522-3 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 100mm bowl and 3522-2 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 150mm bowl.

Vision 12A System

- 3313-3 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 100mm bowl
- 3313-2 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl
- 3313-1 Two Stage SD-12LT System with 150mm bowl

Vision 22A System

- 3522-3 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 100mm bowl
- 3522-2 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 150mm bowl
- 3522-1 Two Stage SD-22LT System with 150mm bowl
SONY COLOR MONITORS

**PM-1350 13" Production Monitor**

- Equipped with a pole-mounted grip that can be adjusted in any direction.
- Includes a 120-degree field of view and can be used as an adjunct to a pro studio.
- Built-in auto gel program.

**PM-1351Q 13" Production Monitor**

- Offers all the features of the PM-1350 but US edition.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**L301Q**

- Offers all the features of the PM-1350 but US edition.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**L301**

- Offers all the features of the PM-1350 but US edition.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**FG-10-CR-10**

- Used as a production monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**PM-1350**

- Offers all the features of the PM-1350 but US edition.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**PM-1351Q**

- Offers all the features of the PM-1350 but US edition.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**L301Q**

- Offers all the features of the PM-1350 but US edition.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**L301**

- Offers all the features of the PM-1350 but US edition.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**FG-10-CR-10**

- Used as a production monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.

**MicroComputers**

- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
- Typically used with an add-on monitor.
***SVP-5600 and SVO-5800 S-VHS Player/S-VHS Editing Recorder***

**ADF/1000 ALL-IN-ONE VIDEO EDITING SYSTEM**

The new FXE-100 is an all-in-one editing system designed for quick, easier video editing. A perfect solution for today's professional and layperson communicator.

ADJUSTABLE TRANSITIONS

Transitions are done using the LCD, the LCD can be auto-calculated and stored in one of 20 pre-set routines. After editing, the transition will be stored as part of the program.

**AUDIO MIXING**

Audio-video editing can be performed with the FXE-100. Two channels are provided for audio and video. Two channels of A/V inputs are available for audio and video. The audio/video can be independently adjusted. Two pre-programmed sound modes are available, one for speech and one for music. A switch for 0.7V/m to 0.5V output is also available.

USER FREINDLY OPERATION

All key pads and buttons are logically grouped by function, and are color-coded for quick identification and accessibility of keypads. The LCD is an easy-to-read, large display (40 lines x 20 characters). Each symbol, as well as all on-line and off-line indicators, are displayed on the LCD.

**MODE SYSTEM INTEGRATION**

The mode system is integrated into the unit, allowing endless combinations. For example, the system can be set to allow for a 30-60 second mode, which is ideal for video editing. The mode system can be set to allow for a 30-60 second mode, which is ideal for video editing.

FOUR CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEM

The four-channel audio system is designed for quick, easy video editing. Two channels are provided for audio and video. Two channels of A/V inputs are available for audio and video. The audio/video can be independently adjusted. Two pre-programmed sound modes are available, one for speech and one for music.

**FOX-100 INTEGRATION**

The FOX-100 integrates the SVP-5600 and SVO-5800 for quick, easy video editing. Two channels are provided for audio and video. Two channels of A/V inputs are available for audio and video. The audio/video can be independently adjusted. Two pre-programmed sound modes are available, one for speech and one for music.

**ADJUSTABLE TRANSITIONS**

Transitions are done using the LCD, the LCD can be auto-calculated and stored in one of 20 pre-set routines. After editing, the transition will be stored as part of the program.

**FOUR CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEM**

The four-channel audio system is designed for quick, easy video editing. Two channels are provided for audio and video. Two channels of A/V inputs are available for audio and video. The audio/video can be independently adjusted. Two pre-programmed sound modes are available, one for speech and one for music.

**USER FREINDLY OPERATION**

All key pads and buttons are logically grouped by function, and are color-coded for quick identification and accessibility of keypads. The LCD is an easy-to-read, large display (40 lines x 20 characters). Each symbol, as well as all on-line and off-line indicators, are displayed on the LCD.

**MODE SYSTEM INTEGRATION**

The mode system is integrated into the unit, allowing endless combinations. For example, the system can be set to allow for a 30-60 second mode, which is ideal for video editing. The mode system can be set to allow for a 30-60 second mode, which is ideal for video editing.

**FOUR CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEM**

The four-channel audio system is designed for quick, easy video editing. Two channels are provided for audio and video. Two channels of A/V inputs are available for audio and video. The audio/video can be independently adjusted. Two pre-programmed sound modes are available, one for speech and one for music.
ENG cameras available for less than $10,000 in our laboratory. (See Table 2.) For testing, a single fixed-focus (f/1.4) lens was used on all cameras with the shutter set at 1/40 second, gamma on and auto knee off. The calculated S/N in the table is simply based on the quoted camera S/N, the gain and whether there is pixel binning; no allowance has been made for possible noise-reduction techniques that may be implemented. Peak-to-peak noise was estimated from the WFM trace at five times gain. Note that only one camera of each type was tested, so results could differ between different cameras of the same model number.

The message is clear: be suspicious of claimed minimum illumination specifications as a predictor of low-light level performance of TV cameras unless camera gain, IRE out and S/N at the minimum illumination level are also specified. Low-end industrial cameras (1 CCD), if specified according to professional camera standards (70 to 100IRE out), will typically require five to 10 times their quoted minimum illumination specification, whereas consumer cameras may typically need 10 to 20 times their quoted minimum illuminations with considerably lower S/N in both cases.

For 3-CCD cameras, if the CCDs have on-chip lenslets to maximize use of incident light and associated electronic circuitry is carefully designed to give a good S/N specification of about 60dB, all professional and some high-end industrial cameras should have the same low-light level performance. This can vary if higher gain and/or an integration technique and/or digital noise reduction is implemented and is acceptable in the user's application. Values lower than about 7.5 lux at +18dB may indicate output less than 100IRE. Values of 4 lux at +24dB or 2 lux at +30dB will be associated with higher noise levels; values of about 2 lux probably involve pixel integration and/or digital noise reduction with some loss of spatial/temporal resolution. If 1/1.4-inch cameras are specified at f/1.4, can you find a lens at that f number or is f/1.7-f/1.8 the fastest lens available? Even if you understand exactly what is involved in the minimum illumination specification, do not count on the camera actually meeting specification.

If you are regularly involved in low-light level applications and are considering a camera purchase, before buying it is best to carefully test the camera under the conditions it will be used to see if it meets your expectations.

Robert H. Eather is president of Keo Consultants, Brookline, MA. Respond via the BF FAXback line at 913-967-1905 or via E-mail to be@intercon.com or by CompuServe at 74672,3124.
Fix RF on Headsets, Handsets & Phones!

Our Filters are the only ones TUNED to the specific band - AM, FM, CB or Amateur...
String two together to filter AM AND FM!

We also have the only filters for the HANDSET CORD (either the base or handset cord is acting like the antenna) - and 50% of the filters we sell are for the Handset!

**Modular Filters... One Pair: $15.95**

**Two Pair or Handset: $19.95**

---

**Sony Interface for your VPR-2 or BVH-1100**

- Control Sony serial to parallel control.
- Complete editing capability.
- RS-422 interface for editors and automation.
- Control AES and other.

**Phantom II VTR Emulator**

FOR INFORMATION:

Call 1-800-331-9066
30 W. PATRICK ST. SUITE 310
FREDERICK, MD 21701

Circle (100) on Reply Card

---

**Long-Life Alternative to Standard Incandescents**

- Bright Based Multi-Chip LED’s
  - 100,000 hour (11 year)
  - Shockproof life
  - 5 - 12V volt 46, 50, and Bi-polar operation
  - Wedge, bayonet, midpin
  - Jumped, proved, telephone slide, and other bases
  - Red, green, yellow, special tinted white, blue

---

**Buy Consign Sell Service Trade**

Buy/Trade Consign... Sell... Trade.

Sony BVU-950-8,000
Sony BVE-9000-12,500
Grass Valley 200-48,500
Abekas A-53D-30,000
Sony BMV-1910-3,000
Sony PVW-2650-14,000
Sony BVW-507 w/18X-21,000
Tektronix-1750 w/ vect-3,500
Grass Valley 3400 DA-2,000

Phone LA-818-551-5858
Fax LA-818-551-0686
NY-212-268-8800
NY-212-268-1858

---

**BUY WHERE THE BROKERS BUY!**

**WHY PAY A MIDDLEMAN? CALL THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE IT IN STOCK! GOOD GEAR, GREAT PRICES!**

(WE HAVE MORE EQUIPMENT IN STOCK THAN MANY BROKERS SELL IN AN ENTIRE YEAR!! CALL TODAY, GET IT TOMORROW.)

U.S. BROADCAST (606) 282-1802

---

**EDUCATIONAL TRAINING**

**BETACAM**

WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE TRAINING CLASSES

'YOUR PLACE OR OURS' LEARN FIELD TRICKS, SHORTCUTS, THEORY AND PRACTICE LOTS OF 'HANDS ON'

TENTEN® CORP.
4475 GOLDEN FOOTHILL PKWY.
EL DORADO HILLS, CA 95762
(916) 939-4005 / 800-538-6894

---

**FOR RENT**

SUB CARRIER availability now offered on a 100KW FM clear channel in the Dallas Fort Worth area. Please call (214) 716-7829

---

**EQUIPMENT WANTED**

WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT: Systems or components. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT GROUP: the largest used equipment dealer in the U.S.A. (214)886-0011.

**WANTED:** For RCA TM-21 color monitor flyback #216970 and power transformer #213087 or entire monitor. J. Ballard (212) 884-3033.

---

**TRAINING**


---

**Tape Resources, Inc.**

Video • Audio • Data Media

Special Pricing for FCC
Call Letter Stations
(800) 827-3462

JVC 3/4" EDIT SYSTEM CR850U Editor, CR600U Player, Rs 86 U Edit Controller. $5000.00 all or part. Lyon/Lamb MiniVis single frame animation controller - new, never used. $1,500.00 or offer. (615) 692-2041 ask for Ron.

---

**SONY**

PROFESSIONAL MEDIA


---

**CLASSIFIED FOR SALE**

Circle (102) on Reply Card

---
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Monitor Service Center

Varitek specializes in high resolution broadcast video monitors. Digital or analog.
In all formats NTSC, PAL, SECAM.

We at Varitek have been providing quality service to our clients throughout the United States since 1982.

(800) 346-4380 Ext. (16)

VARITEK
415 W. Taft Ave., Orange, CA

Circle (101) on Reply Card

HELP WANTED

Video
Service/Maintenance Technician
Swiderski Electronics, Inc., a leader in the Audio/Video/Telecommunications field, has an immediate opening for a qualified Audio/Video Service/Maintenance Technician. 2 yrs. exp. Position works with Broadcast/Industrial 1/2", 3/4", and 1" VTR'S & related equipment.
Send resume & salary history to: H/R Dept., 1200 Greenleaf Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Fax resume (708) 364-5019

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
Experienced and entry level positions available. AA in electronics required. Work on broadcast MIL video tape machines and camera and camera. Some transmission work. Drug screen required. WHAG-TV is a small market NBC affiliate. We offer a comprehensive benefit package, including 401(k) and section 125 plans. Send resume to Personnel WHAG-TV, Dept. 2, 13 East Washington Street, Hagerstown, MD 21740. No phone calls. EOE.

KCSO-TV, is currently seeking a Television Engineer. Applicants should have experience in repair and maintenance of Televison Broadcast equipment. Salary plus Benefits. Send resumes to Personnel Department, Post Office Box 4159, Modesto, California 95352. EOE.

TELEVISION ENGINEER—experienced individual to maintain/repair/operate university TV studio production and post-production equipment; supervise/instruct students in use and operation of studio and remote teleproduction equipment and facilities; and schedule TV production and post-production operations. Requires tech school/on-the-job training; professional experience in maintenance of TV studio and location equipment; and knowledge of color cameras, video recorders, time-code editing and terminal equipment. Send cover letter, resume, salary history and the names, addresses and telephone numbers of three professional references to Personnel Offices. Loyola Marymount University, 7101 W. 40th St., L.A., CA 90045-2989. Loyola Marymount University strongly supports the principle of diversity. We encourage applications from women, ethnic minorities, persons with disabilities and veterans.

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER—FCC license or SBE certification. Broadcast television maintenance experience required. UHF transmitter experience helpful. Salary based upon experience. Resume to: Ozarks Public Television, MPO Box 21, Springfield, MO 65801-0021. Fax 417-863-1599. OPTV is an EOE employer.

"Great article! Can we get copies for our clients and sales force?"

Whether it's an article, ad, or an interesting column, take advantage of this unique opportunity to promote your business and products through reprints—available from this magazine. Reprints are great promotional pieces and make excellent marketing tools—all at a minimal cost.

Available in full-color or black & white, reprints can be obtained from any issue.

For a free price quote, contact Chris Lotesto, toll-free at 800-458-0479 or 312-435-2359.
ARE YOU AN ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER READY TO TRY IT ON YOUR OWN? Young, aggressive, southern FOX affiliate, currently ranked in the top ten, seeks right person to assume CHIEF ENGINEER responsibilities. Hands-on repair and maintenance expertise with multiple formats and problem solving abilities needed. Experience with high-power UHF transmitter a must. If you are a highly motivated self-starter with at least two years experience and you have the desire to "break out" and show us your stuff, please forward your resume and salary requirements to: Todd Lacey, Operations Manager, KARD FOX-14, 102 Thomas Road, Suite 400, West Monroe, LA 71291. FAX (318) 322-4926. EOE.

STUDIO SUPERVISOR. WPDE-TV, 301 North Cashua Road, Florence, SC 29501. Immediate opening for a studio supervisor with at least five years experience in television studio operation and maintenance. 3215 South Cashua Drive. Florence, South Carolina 29501. (803) 665-1515. EOE.

Harmony is the key to our success. If you are a motivated self-starter and are looking for a great opportunity, why not consider becoming a part of our team? You will work with the latest technology and have the opportunity to work in an exciting and friendly environment.

SONY
Projects Department Manager
Within the Systems Integration Division, you will orchestrate the management of resources to execute complex, fully-integrated broadcast systems. The ideal candidate will bring thorough project management experience and will be expected to further enhance project management techniques and new quality assurance programs. Your major responsibility will be to ensure project completion, both within schedule and budget. You will work in concert with our marketing and sales groups for future project budgeting. You will also prepare and update budgets and capital expenditures.

Requires 10+ years’ experience in broadcast or production systems, as well as project management with 6 years’ supervisory experience.

Sr. Video Systems Design Engineers
Regular Full-time and Contract/Temporary
We’re looking for very seasoned Engineers to work on designing large scale digital audio and video facilities. Candidates must be strong in system level engineering design, technical problem solving, team building and communications. Responsibilities will include the design of floor plans, equipment rack elevation layouts, and detailed signal flow construction diagrams. Fluency in Microsoft Excel for Windows is required; AutoCAD, MS Word and MS Access software knowledge a plus.

Requires 5+ years’ experience in the design, operation, maintenance and testing of large scale state-of-the-art analog and serial digital audio and video production, as well as broadcast facilities.

Field Engineers Engineering Specialists
(San Jose and Cypress, CA; Chicago, IL; Teaneck, NJ; Norcross, GA; and Irving, TX)
We have openings for Engineers with a background in installation, maintenance, repair and troubleshooting of audio, video and telecommunications equipment. An AA degree in Electronics or equivalent and 5+ years broadcast experience are necessary. Customer interface and travel will vary, depending on position. Must be willing to relocate.

Contact Christine Young at (408) 955-4175 or send responses to: Sony Electronics Inc., 3300 Zanker Road, MS: SJ-2C2, San Jose, CA 95134; FAX (408) 955-5166. Or e-mail youngc8@cr.mail.rhq.sony.com. EOE.

CLASSIFIED HELP WANTED

WE PLACE—
(Technical Engineers-Pest Production Editors, Colorists, Graphics & Animators)
- All Levels, Locations, & Disciplines
- Employer Paid Fees
Guaranteed Confidential
15 Years Service
FAX and/or Mail your Resume to Mike Kelly
KEYSTONE INTL, INC.
16 LaFlin Road, Suite 900
Pitston, PA 18640
Fax 717-654-5765 • Phone 717-655-7143

CHIEF ENGINEER
Job Code: 1-Chief

Responsible for managing a professional television production facility which includes a complete operational television studio and control room. Supervises the design, installation & operation of high-end broadcast television & media electronic equipment to fulfill needs of the academic departments. REGS: AA degree from an accredited college or university with specialization in electronics, field & some course work in management & 6 years experience in the engineering operations of a television station or a professional level television production company or related field, unless candidate possesses substantial 7 significant experience maintaining on-air broadcast facilities & equipment or a combination of professional experience as described & 8 significant expe- 9 rience teaching broadcast engineering courses at an occupational level school or Institute. SALARY: $27,916 Min. Liberal Benefits.

Formal appl. required. Call 1-800-552-MDC for an appl. form. Copies of transcript(s) & work related references must accompany the appl. For special accommodations, call the FL Relay Service TDD 1-800-955-6771. Only completed appl. will be consid- 11 ered. EAEU Employer.

CHIEF ENGINEER.
Strong leadership and technical skills required to replace Chief retiring af- ter 42 years at KYTV. Supervise staff of 12 mainte- nance and 12 operating engineers. Strong knowl- edge of all aspects of broadcast engineering, in- cluding VHF transmitters, beta equipment, com- puters. Develop and oversee operating and capital budgets. New Chief will play a large role in design, construction and move into a state-of-the- art facility. College or trade school degree in as- sociated field or equivalent work experience. At least 5 years supervisory experience. KYTV is located in the heart of the Ozarks where the quality of life is unbeatable. Cover letter (including where you heard of this opening) and resume to: Marci Burdick, Director News/Operations, KYTV, POB 3500, Springfield, MO 65808. Women and minorities encouraged to apply.

STUDIO SUPERVISOR. WPEF-TV, 15 Florence/ Myrtle Beach, SC, has an immediate opening for a studio supervisor with a minimum of five years experience in television studio operation and maintenance. 3215 South Cashua Drive. Florence, South Carolina 29501. (803) 665-1515.

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER.
Northern Michigan network affiliate seeking enthusi- astic individual, with strong background in com- puter systems, familiar with RF, audio and video repair, FCC general class license, and BSEE equiva- lent, required. Must have ability to troubleshoot component level. Send resume to: Broadcast Engineering, Dept. 762, Classified Ad Coordinator, 9680 Metcal, Overland Park, KS 66212-2215.

CHIEF ENGINEER.
Strong leadership and technical skills required to replace Chief retiring af- ter 42 years at KYTV. Supervise staff of 12 mainte- nance and 12 operating engineers. Strong knowl- edge of all aspects of broadcast engineering, in- cluding VHF transmitters, beta equipment, com- puters. Develop and oversee operating and capital budgets. New Chief will play a large role in design, construction and move into a state-of-the- art facility. College or trade school degree in as- sociated field or equivalent work experience. At least 5 years supervisory experience. KYTV is located in the heart of the Ozarks where the quality of life is unbeatable. Cover letter (including where you heard of this opening) and resume to: Marci Burdick, Director News/Operations, KYTV, POB 3500, Springfield, MO 65808. Women and minorities encouraged to apply.

STUDIO SUPERVISOR. WPEF-TV, 15 Florence/ Myrtle Beach, SC, has an immediate opening for a studio supervisor with a minimum of five years experience in television studio operation and maintenance. 3215 South Cashua Drive. Florence, South Carolina 29501. (803) 665-1515.

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER.
Northern Michigan network affiliate seeking enthusi- astic individual, with strong background in com- puter systems, familiar with RF, audio and video repair, FCC general class license, and BSEE equiva- lent, required. Must have ability to troubleshoot component level. Send resume to: Broadcast Engineering, Dept. 762, Classified Ad Coordinator, 9680 Metcal, Overland Park, KS 66212-2215.

FIELD ENGINEERS
Engineering Specialists
(San Jose and Cypress, CA; Chicago, IL; Teaneck, NJ; Norcross, GA; and Irving, TX)
We have openings for Engineers with a background in installation, maintenance, repair and troubleshootong of audio, video and telecommunications equipment. An AA degree in Electronics or equivalent and 5+ years broadcast experience are necessary. Customer interface and travel will vary, depending on position. Must be willing to relocate.

Contact Christine Young at (408) 955-4175 or send responses to: Sony Electronics Inc., 3300 Zanker Road, MS: SJ-2C2, San Jose, CA 95134; FAX (408) 955-5166. Or e-mail youngc8@cr.mail.rhq.sony.com. EOE.
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**SUBSCRIPTION CARD**

Please complete entire form, fold and mail.

- New Subscription
- Address Change
- Renewal Subscription

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing.

1. Do you wish to receive/continue to receive *Broadcast Engineering* FREE?
   - YES
   - NO

2. Which type of facility or operation best describes your primary business classification? (Please check only ONE box.)
   - TV Station (including Networks & Low-Power TV)
   - Combination TV & Radio Station
   - Cable/Telco (including Networks)
   - Business TV (including Non-Broadcast TV)
   - Recording Studio
   - Teleproduction Facility/Independent Program Producer
   - Post-Production Facility
   - Microwave, Relay Station or Satellite Company for TV and Cable
   - Federal, State, Municipal Government
   - Consultant (Engineering or Management)
   - TV Dealer, Distributor or Manufacturer
   - Medical Facility
   - Law Enforcement/Training Facility
   - Military Broadcast or Video Production Facility
   - Defense Contractor
   - Other (please specify):

3. Which of the following best describes your title? (Please check only ONE box.)
   - Chairman of the Board
   - President
   - Owner
   - Partner
   - Director
   - Vice President
   - General Manager (other than in charge of Engineering or Station Operations)
   - Other Corporate/Financial Official

4. Which statement best describes your role in the purchase of equipment, components and accessories?
   - Make final decision to buy specific makes, models, services or programs
   - Specify or make recommendations on makes, models, services or programs
   - Have no part in specifying or buying

5. Which of the following types of equipment will you be evaluating for purchase in the next 12 months? (Check ALL that apply.)

### Audio Products
- Audio consoles
- Digital audio workstations
- Distribution amplifiers
- Headphones, headsets, intercoms
- ISDN telephone interface
- Magnetic tape, audio
- Microphones
- Mixers
- Monitors (speakers)
- Recorders, players
- Switchers, routing

### Video Products
- Camera heads, tripods, pedestals, booms, dollies
- Cameras; lenses
- Graphics, titling systems
- Desktop editing systems
- Digital effects, paint, animation systems
- Editing controllers, systems
- Frame synchronizers, time base correctors
- Lighting systems
- Magnetic tape, video
- Monitors (picture, studio quality)
- Recorders, players
- Robotic camera controls
- Signal processing
- Signal routing, distribution
- Standards, format & scan converters
- Still store systems
- Switchers, production
- Video servers
- HDTV Equipment

### Test & Measurement Products
- Analyzers, audio, video, RF
- Audio, video signal generators
- Waveform, vectorscope monitors
- Digital signal testing

### Miscellaneous Products
- Battery packs, chargers
- Cabinets, racks, consoles
- Cables, connectors
- Carts, cases (equipment, shipping), tools

### RF Products
- ENG components
- Exciters
- Fiber optics
- Modulators
- Power amplifiers, cavities
- Receivers
- Remote production vehicles, program relays
- Satellite T/R components, electronics
- STL components, electronics
- Switches, RF coaxial
- Transmitters
- Antenna systems, towers
- Transmitter, remote controls
- Tubes
- Weather, radar RF products

### Automation & Computer Products
- Accessories/ peripherals, Macintosh
- Accessories/ peripherals, Amiga
- Accessories/ peripherals, PC
- Accessories/ peripherals, SGI
- Automation systems
- Cards, NTSC graphics interface
- Cards, time base corrector
- Business automation
- Commercial insertion systems
- Cards, technical monitoring
- Machine control
- Newsroom automation
- Platforms, Macintosh
- Platforms, PC
- Platforms, SGI
- Record/playback automation
- Software, engineering
- Software, production, planning
- Software, videographics

6. What is the budget for equipment you are evaluating for purchase in the next 12 months?
   - Less than $10,000
   - $10,000 - $24,999
   - $25,000 - $49,999
   - $50,000 - $99,999
   - $100,000 - $299,999
   - $300,000 - $499,999
   - $500,000 and up

---

Incomplete forms cannot be processed or acknowledged. The publisher reserves the right to serve only those individuals who meet the publication qualifications.
The media industries—radio & television broadcasting, film, communications, computing, video production and post-production—are converging at an astounding rate. These dynamics are affecting not only the way you do business, but also the products, services and equipment necessary to keep on top and stay competitive with the changing media environment.

By combining four leading expositions and educational programs from the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB), RTNDA, the Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE) and the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE)—World Media Expo is the one place where you can keep up with the merging worlds of media.

- See new products and services for radio and television broadcasting, communications, film, entertainment, video production and post-production before NAB '96.
- Take an in-depth look at the trends and technologies that affect the way you do business and allow you to stay competitive and profitable.
- Save time and money by attending one comprehensive fall event!

FREE SESSIONS!
"Profiting From Technology in the '90s"
In two exciting FREE sessions for all World Media Expo attendees, Dr. John D. Abel, NAB's Executive Vice President of Operations, will show you, through entertaining demonstrations, how innovations like data broadcasting, the Internet, the World Wide Web, digital compression and other exciting opportunities made possible by digital technologies can impact your business and your bottom line.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
(800) 342-2460 OR (202) 775-4970
CALL FAX-ON-DEMAND for immediate access to the most up-to-date convention, registration and conference program details—simply dial the numbers below from the touchtone handset of your fax machine and follow the voice instructions.

- World Media Expo Exhibition ..........(301) 216-1847
- The NAB Radio Show ......................(301) 216-1847
- RTNDA International Conference ......(503) 721-5867
- SBE Conference ..............................(301) 216-1653
- SMPTE Conference .........................(301) 216-1650

SPONSORED BY:
- National Association of Broadcasters
- RTNDA
- Society of Broadcast Engineers
- Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers

SEPTEMBER 6—9, 1995
Exhibits: September 7—9, 1995
New Orleans Convention Center
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
Just as a lagoon is separated from the ocean by reefs and sandbars, so your digital facility is separated from a sea of analog signals.

**Audio and Video Synchronizers**

Synchronizing signals with Leitch equipment brings a tranquility and peace of mind that we call 'Glue lagoon.' Performance is guaranteed by using innovative and proven technology to perform video retiming functions or to stabilize the most turbulent audio and video feeds.

Therefore, should you require multiple synchronizers operated under a single powerful control system, synchronization of audio to video or simple line synchronizer functions, Leitch offers the complete solutions. With experience and understanding Leitch applies advanced technology to your applications, bringing the most effective solutions to modern broadcasting.

Call Leitch or your nearest dealer today.